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DESCRIPTION OF EVIDENCE FILE

Amendment and Request for Reconsideration

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES SECTION (009)(current)
INTERNATIONAL CLASS

009

DESCRIPTION

Computer software, namely, content and field-specific computer software for use in database management; computer software for processing
electronic payments and transferring funds to and from others; authentication software for controlling access and communications with
computers and computer networks; magnetically encoded debit cards for travel; computer programs relating to financial matters, namely,
content and field-specific computer software for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing
FILING BASIS

Section 1(b)

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES SECTION (009)(proposed)
INTERNATIONAL CLASS

009

TRACKED TEXT DESCRIPTION

Computer software, namely, content and field-specific computer software for use in database management; Computer software, namely,
computer software for use in database management; computer software for processing electronic payments and transferring funds to and from
others; authentication software for controlling access and communications with computers and computer networks; magnetically encoded
debit cards for travel; computer programs relating to financial matters, namely, content and field-specific computer software for use in
database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing; computer programs relating to financial matters, namely, computer software for
use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing
FINAL DESCRIPTION

Computer software, namely, computer software for use in database management; computer software for processing electronic payments and
transferring funds to and from others; authentication software for controlling access and communications with computers and computer
networks; magnetically encoded debit cards for travel; computer programs relating to financial matters, namely, computer software for use in
database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing
FILING BASIS

Section 1(b)

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES SECTION (035)(no change)
GOODS AND/OR SERVICES SECTION (036)(current)
INTERNATIONAL CLASS

036

DESCRIPTION

Financial services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services;
foreign exchange services; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic and
international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; payment and financial
services, all conducted via a global communications network; monetary services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling
currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; currency trading services for buying and selling currency for others;
foreign monetary exchange; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; online foreign exchange; financial transactions relating
to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic and international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and
reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; payment and financial services, all conducted via a global communications
network, namely, bill payment services; providing electronic mobile payment services for others; payment processing services; electronic
foreign exchange payment processing in the field of business and individual payments; payment processing services, namely, providing virtual
currency transaction processing services for others; provision of foreign currency, namely, providing for the exchange of foreign currency via
the internet and intranet systems; provision of online currency exchange calculators; providing financial information in the nature of currency
exchange rate quotations; financial forecasting of foreign exchange rates; provision of financial protection against foreign exchange risks,
namely, financial risk management; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services
FILING BASIS

Section 1(b)

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES SECTION (036)(proposed)
INTERNATIONAL CLASS

036

TRACKED TEXT DESCRIPTION

Financial services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services;
foreign exchange services; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic and
international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; payment and financial
services, all conducted via a global communications network; monetary services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling
currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; currency trading services for buying and selling currency for others;
foreign monetary exchange; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; online foreign exchange; financial transactions relating
to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic and international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and
reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; payment and financial services, all conducted via a global communications
network, namely bill payment services; payment and financial services, all conducted via a global communications network, namely, bill
payment services; providing electronic mobile payment services for others; payment processing services; electronic foreign exchange payment
processing in the field of business and individual payments; payment processing services, namely providing virtual currency transaction
processing services for others; payment processing services, namely, providing virtual currency transaction processing services for others;
provision of foreign currency, namely, providing for the exchange of foreign currency via the internet and intranet systems; provision of
online currency exchange calculators; providing financial information in the nature of currency exchange rate quotations; financial forecasting
of foreign exchange rates; provision of financial protection against foreign exchange risks, namely, financial risk management; advisory,
consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services, none of the aforementioned services to include or use open
financial exchange software platforms; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services
FINAL DESCRIPTION

Financial services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services;
foreign exchange services; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic and
international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; monetary services,
namely, currency trading services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; currency trading
services for buying and selling currency for others; foreign monetary exchange; money exchanging services; currency exchange services;
online foreign exchange; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic and
international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; payment and financial
services, all conducted via a global communications network, namely bill payment services; providing electronic mobile payment services for
others; payment processing services; electronic foreign exchange payment processing in the field of business and individual payments;
payment processing services, namely providing virtual currency transaction processing services for others; provision of foreign currency,
namely, providing for the exchange of foreign currency via the internet and intranet systems; provision of online currency exchange
calculators; providing financial information in the nature of currency exchange rate quotations; financial forecasting of foreign exchange rates;
provision of financial protection against foreign exchange risks, namely, financial risk management; advisory, consultancy and information
services relating to all the aforesaid services, none of the aforementioned services to include or use open financial exchange software platforms
FILING BASIS

Section 1(b)
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Request for Reconsideration after Final Action
To the Commissioner for Trademarks:
Application serial no. 86816157 OFX (Stylized and/or with Design, see https://tmng-al.uspto.gov/resting2/api/img/86816157/large) has been
amended as follows:
ARGUMENT(S)
In response to the substantive refusal(s), please note the following:
Please see the actual argument text attached within the Evidence section.
EVIDENCE
Evidence in the nature of Amendment and Request for Reconsideration has been attached.
Original PDF file:
evi_38110134-20180306130934503392_._OFX_Design_-_Black_and_White_-_Amendment_and_RFR.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 92 pages)
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CLASSIFICATION AND LISTING OF GOODS/SERVICES
Applicant proposes to amend the following class of goods/services in the application:

Current: Class 009 for Computer software, namely, content and field-specific computer software for use in database management; computer
software for processing electronic payments and transferring funds to and from others; authentication software for controlling access and
communications with computers and computer networks; magnetically encoded debit cards for travel; computer programs relating to financial
matters, namely, content and field-specific computer software for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing
Original Filing Basis:
Filing Basis: Section 1(b), Intent to Use: For a trademark or service mark application: As of the application filing date, the applicant had a
bona fide intention, and was entitled, to use the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods/services in the application. For a
collective trademark, collective service mark, or collective membership mark application: As of the application filing date, the applicant had a
bona fide intention, and was entitled, to exercise legitimate control over the use of the mark in commerce by members on or in connection with
the identified goods/services/collective membership organization. For a certification mark application: As of the application filing date, the
applicant had a bona fide intention, and was entitled, to exercise legitimate control over the use of the mark in commerce by authorized users in
connection with the identified goods/services, and the applicant will not engage in the production or marketing of the goods/services to which the
mark is applied, except to advertise or promote recognition of the certification program or of the goods/services that meet the certification
standards of the applicant.
Proposed:
Tracked Text Description: Computer software, namely, content and field-specific computer software for use in database management;
Computer software, namely, computer software for use in database management; computer software for processing electronic payments and
transferring funds to and from others; authentication software for controlling access and communications with computers and computer networks;
magnetically encoded debit cards for travel; computer programs relating to financial matters, namely, content and field-specific computer
software for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing; computer programs relating to financial matters, namely,
computer software for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing
Class 009 for Computer software, namely, computer software for use in database management; computer software for processing electronic
payments and transferring funds to and from others; authentication software for controlling access and communications with computers and
computer networks; magnetically encoded debit cards for travel; computer programs relating to financial matters, namely, computer software for
use in database management, use as a spreadsheet, word processing
Filing Basis: Section 1(b), Intent to Use: For a trademark or service mark application: As of the application filing date, the applicant had a
bona fide intention, and was entitled, to use the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods/services in the application. For a
collective trademark, collective service mark, or collective membership mark application: As of the application filing date, the applicant had a
bona fide intention, and was entitled, to exercise legitimate control over the use of the mark in commerce by members on or in connection with
the identified goods/services/collective membership organization. For a certification mark application: As of the application filing date, the
applicant had a bona fide intention, and was entitled, to exercise legitimate control over the use of the mark in commerce by authorized users in
connection with the identified goods/services, and the applicant will not engage in the production or marketing of the goods/services to which the
mark is applied, except to advertise or promote recognition of the certification program or of the goods/services that meet the certification
standards of the applicant.
Applicant proposes to amend the following class of goods/services in the application:
Current: Class 036 for Financial services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services;
currency exchange services; foreign exchange services; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic
funds transfer; domestic and international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer
network; payment and financial services, all conducted via a global communications network; monetary services, namely, currency trading
services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; currency trading services for buying and
selling currency for others; foreign monetary exchange; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; online foreign exchange;
financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic and international electronic
transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; payment and financial services, all conducted via
a global communications network, namely, bill payment services; providing electronic mobile payment services for others; payment processing
services; electronic foreign exchange payment processing in the field of business and individual payments; payment processing services, namely,
providing virtual currency transaction processing services for others; provision of foreign currency, namely, providing for the exchange of
foreign currency via the internet and intranet systems; provision of online currency exchange calculators; providing financial information in the
nature of currency exchange rate quotations; financial forecasting of foreign exchange rates; provision of financial protection against foreign
exchange risks, namely, financial risk management; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services
Original Filing Basis:
Filing Basis: Section 1(b), Intent to Use: For a trademark or service mark application: As of the application filing date, the applicant had a
bona fide intention, and was entitled, to use the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods/services in the application. For a
collective trademark, collective service mark, or collective membership mark application: As of the application filing date, the applicant had a
bona fide intention, and was entitled, to exercise legitimate control over the use of the mark in commerce by members on or in connection with
the identified goods/services/collective membership organization. For a certification mark application: As of the application filing date, the
applicant had a bona fide intention, and was entitled, to exercise legitimate control over the use of the mark in commerce by authorized users in
connection with the identified goods/services, and the applicant will not engage in the production or marketing of the goods/services to which the
mark is applied, except to advertise or promote recognition of the certification program or of the goods/services that meet the certification

standards of the applicant.
Proposed:
Tracked Text Description: Financial services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services;
currency exchange services; foreign exchange services; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic
funds transfer; domestic and international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer
network; payment and financial services, all conducted via a global communications network; monetary services, namely, currency trading
services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; currency trading services for buying and
selling currency for others; foreign monetary exchange; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; online foreign exchange;
financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic and international electronic
transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; payment and financial services, all conducted
via a global communications network, namely bill payment services; payment and financial services, all conducted via a global communications
network, namely, bill payment services; providing electronic mobile payment services for others; payment processing services; electronic foreign
exchange payment processing in the field of business and individual payments; payment processing services, namely providing virtual currency
transaction processing services for others; payment processing services, namely, providing virtual currency transaction processing services for
others; provision of foreign currency, namely, providing for the exchange of foreign currency via the internet and intranet systems; provision of
online currency exchange calculators; providing financial information in the nature of currency exchange rate quotations; financial forecasting of
foreign exchange rates; provision of financial protection against foreign exchange risks, namely, financial risk management; advisory,
consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services, none of the aforementioned services to include or use open financial
exchange software platforms; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid services
Class 036 for Financial services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services; currency
exchange services; foreign exchange services; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds
transfer; domestic and international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network;
monetary services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services;
currency trading services for buying and selling currency for others; foreign monetary exchange; money exchanging services; currency exchange
services; online foreign exchange; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic funds transfer; domestic
and international electronic transfer of funds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; payment and
financial services, all conducted via a global communications network, namely bill payment services; providing electronic mobile payment
services for others; payment processing services; electronic foreign exchange payment processing in the field of business and individual
payments; payment processing services, namely providing virtual currency transaction processing services for others; provision of foreign
currency, namely, providing for the exchange of foreign currency via the internet and intranet systems; provision of online currency exchange
calculators; providing financial information in the nature of currency exchange rate quotations; financial forecasting of foreign exchange rates;
provision of financial protection against foreign exchange risks, namely, financial risk management; advisory, consultancy and information
services relating to all the aforesaid services, none of the aforementioned services to include or use open financial exchange software platforms
Filing Basis: Section 1(b), Intent to Use: For a trademark or service mark application: As of the application filing date, the applicant had a
bona fide intention, and was entitled, to use the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods/services in the application. For a
collective trademark, collective service mark, or collective membership mark application: As of the application filing date, the applicant had a
bona fide intention, and was entitled, to exercise legitimate control over the use of the mark in commerce by members on or in connection with
the identified goods/services/collective membership organization. For a certification mark application: As of the application filing date, the
applicant had a bona fide intention, and was entitled, to exercise legitimate control over the use of the mark in commerce by authorized users in
connection with the identified goods/services, and the applicant will not engage in the production or marketing of the goods/services to which the
mark is applied, except to advertise or promote recognition of the certification program or of the goods/services that meet the certification
standards of the applicant.
SIGNATURE(S)
Request for Reconsideration Signature
Signature: /Jaclyn T. Shanks/ Date: 03/06/2018
Signatory's Name: Jaclyn T. Shanks
Signatory's Position: Attorney of Record, Georgia Bar Member
Signatory's Phone Number: 404-815-6500
The signatory has confirmed that he/she is an attorney who is a member in good standing of the bar of the highest court of a U.S. state, which
includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and other federal territories and possessions; and he/she is currently the owner's/holder's attorney
or an associate thereof; and to the best of his/her knowledge, if prior to his/her appointment another U.S. attorney or a Canadian attorney/agent
not currently associated with his/her company/firm previously represented the owner/holder in this matter: (1) the owner/holder has filed or is
concurrently filing a signed revocation of or substitute power of attorney with the USPTO; (2) the USPTO has granted the request of the prior
representative to withdraw; (3) the owner/holder has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her in this matter; or (4) the owner's/holder's
appointed U.S. attorney or Canadian attorney/agent has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her as an associate attorney in this matter.

The applicant is filing a Notice of Appeal in conjunction with this Request for Reconsideration.
Serial Number: 86816157
Internet Transmission Date: Tue Mar 06 13:27:26 EST 2018
TEAS Stamp: USPTO/RFR-XX.XXX.XX.X-201803061327269961
18-86816157-510ddb6f6cde665f2a9e6197b992
4dbc77c15d3fcc89a52c8d1f8c4c37457295dd-N
/A-N/A-20180306130934503392

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK EXAMINING DIVISION
Applicant:

OFX Group Limited

Mark:

OFX & Design

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

oo~
Serial No. :

86/816,157

Filed:

November 11 , 20 15

Ingrid C. Eulin
Trademark Examining Attorney
Law Office 111

AMENDMENT AND REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION
OFX Group Limited ("Applicant") has received and reviewed the Office Action mailed
September 6, 201 7, regarding U.S. Trademark Application Serial No. 86/816, 157 to register the
mark OFX & Design ("Applicant' s Mark"). Applicant submits the following Amendment and
Response regarding the Application.

I.

AMENDMENT TO IDENTIFICATION OF GOODS AND SERVICES
In response to the Examining Attorney's request, Applicant hereby requests that the

identification of goods and services for the Application be amended as follows:
Class 9: Computer software, namely, cen.tent Bnclfiekl specific computer software for use
in database manaf{ement; computer software for processinf{ electronic payments and
transferrinf{_/imds to and.from others; authentication software.for controllinf{ access and
communications with computers and computer networks; 111af{netically encoded debit
cards for travel; computer prof{rams relatinf{ to .financial matters, namely, ee19fe11t Bncl
fiekl specffic computer software for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet,
word processing.
Class 36: Financial services, namely, currency trading services for buying and selling
currency; money exchanging services; currency exchange services; foreign exchange
services; financial transactions relating to currency swaps, namely, currency trading;
electronic fimds tramfer; domestic and international electronic tramfer offunds; clearing
and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; pBy ment Bncl
finBnci€1l services, Bil cel'/Gluctecl vi€/ €/ gleeBl cemmunicBtiens netwerk; monetary services,
namely, currency trading services fo r buying and selling currency; money exchanging
services; currency exchange services; currency trading services for buying and selling
1

currency for others; foreign monetary exchange; money exchanging services; currency
exchange services; on line foreign exchange; financial transactions relating to currency
swaps, namely, currency trading; electronic fimds transfer; domestic and international
electronic transfer offimds; clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global
computer network; payment and financial services, all conducted via a global
communications network, namely bill payment services; providing electronic mobile
payment services for others; payment p rocessing services; electronic foreign exchange
payment processing in the field of business and individual payments; payment processing
services, namely providing virtual currency transaction processing services for others;
provision offoreign currency, namely, providing for the exchange offore ign currency via
the internet and intranet systems; provision of online currency exchange calculators;
providing financial information in the nature of currency exchange rate quotations;
financ ial forecasting offoreign exchange rates; provision offinancia l protection against
foreign exchange risks, namely, financia l risk management; advisory, consultancy and
information services relating to all the aforesaid services, none of the aforementioned
services to include or use open financial exchange software platforms
II.

DISCLAIMER REQUEST I PARTIAL AMENDMENT OF APPLICANT'S MARK
UNDER SECTION 2(F)
The examining attorney asserts that Applicant' s Mark, specifically the "OFX" element of

Applicant' s Mark, is deceptively misdescriptive because Applicant does not utilize the open
financial exchange software platform. Based on the following arguments and authority, Applicant
respectfully submits the OFX element of Applicant's Mark is not deceptively misdescriptive.
The test for determining whether a mark is deceptively misdescriptive is: (1) whether the
mark misdescribes the goods and/or services; and if so (2) whether consumers are likely to believe
the misrepresentation. See In White Jasmine LLC, 106 U.S.P.Q.2d 1385, 1394 (T.T.A.B. 2013)
(citing In re Quady Winery, Inc. , 22 1U.S.P.Q.1213, 1214 (T.T.A.B. 1984)); TMEP § 1209.0l(b).
A mark is misdescriptive under the first prong when the mark merely describes a significant aspect
of the goods and/or services that the goods and/or services could plausibly possess but in fact do
not. In re Hinton, 116 U.S.P.Q.2d 1051, 1052 (T.T.A.B. 2015); In re Schniberg, 79 U.S.P.Q.2d
1309, 1312 (T.T.A.B. 2006); In re Phillips-Van Heusen, 63 U.S.P.Q.2d 1047, 1048 (T.T.A.B.
2005); see TMEP § 1209.04. Marks are merely descriptive when they immediately convey
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knowledge of a quality, feature, function, or characteristic of an applicant's goods or services. Jn

re The Chamber of Commerce of the U.S., 675 F.3d 1297, 1300, 102 U.S.P.Q.2d 121 7, 1219 (Fed.
Cir. 2012) (quoting Jn re Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, 488 F.3d 960, 963, 82 U.S.P.Q.2d 1828, 183 1
(Fed. Cir. 2007)); TMEP § 1209.01 (b).
Further, where marks are abbreviations, the general rnle is "[they] cannot be considered
descriptive unless they have become so generally understood as representing descriptive words as
to be accepted as substantially synonymous therewith." Modern Optics, Inc. v. Univis Lens Co.,
234 F.2d 504, 506 (C.C.P.A. 1956).
Here, as previously stated, the Applicant is an Australian listed public company, OFX
Group Limited.

Applicant wholly owns the trading entity OzForex Limited ("OzForex"), a

licensed Australian Financial Service that deals and gives advice in relation to the foreign exchange
contracts and derivatives. The "OFX" element of Applicant's Mark is not in reference to financial
exchange software platforms. Rather, the "OFX" element is an abbreviation of the company's
subsidiary name, OzForex, and is viewed by consumers as such. See Exhibit A.
Additionally, Applicant requests a partial amendment of its application to seek registration
of the "OFX" element of the mark under 15 U.S.C. § 1052(f). Specifically, the "OFX" element of
Applicant's Mark has acquired distinctiveness under 37 C.F.R. § 2.41(a) and TMEP § 1212.02(c),
the latter of which provides in relevant part, " [a Jn applicant may argue the merits of an examining
attorney's refusal and, in the alternative, claim that the matter sought to be registered has acquired
distinctiveness under §2(f)." Further, "[w]hen an applicant claims acquired distinctiveness in the
alternative, the examining attorney must treat separately the questions of: (1 ) the underlying basis
of refusal; and (2) assuming the matter is to be registrable, whether acquired distinctiveness has
been established." TMEP § 1212.02. In establishing distinctiveness under 15 U.S.C. § 1052(f):

3

[T]he applicant may, in support of registrability, submit with the application, or in response
to a request for evidence or to a refusal to register, verified statements, depositions, or other
appropriate evidence showing duration, extent, and nature of the use in commerce and
advertising expenditures in connection therewith (identifying types of media and attaching
typical advertisements), and verified statements, letters or statements from the trade or
public, or both, or other appropriate evidence of distinctiveness.
37 C.F.R. § 2.41(a)(3).
Here, Applicant has been marketing itself as OFX in the United States since December
2016. Attached as Exhibit B is evidence of the scope of Applicant's advertising and marketing
efforts in the United States from 2016 to date.

Additionally, Applicant operates a U.S.

headquarters office in San Francisco, California, which opened in April 2012 and currently
employs 30 individuals. See Exhibit C, Shears Deel. '1!4. As part of its rebrand from OzForex to
OFX, Applicant launched a large scale outdoor advertising campaign in San Francisco. See

Exhibit D.
Applicant has spent over $3 .2 million dollars promoting and marketing its goods and
services under Applicant's Mark (see Exhibit C, Shears Deel. '1!3), and, as a result of Applicant's
extensive marketing and advertising efforts, Applicant has received an enonnous amount of
unsolicited publicity in the United States, including from such major media outlets as Reuters,
Bloomberg, and USA Today. Examples of such media coverage from 2016 to date are attached
as Exhibit E.
As a complement to its U.S. headquarters office in San Francisco, Applicant operates a
heavily-trafficked, interactive website at the domain name <ofx.com> (the "Applicant's
Website"). Applicant' s Website prominently features Applicant' s Mark and details the goods and
services provided under it. Printouts of the Applicant's Website are attached hereto as Exhibit F.
Since going live in December 2016, Applicant' s Website has received over 2.168 million website
hits from Internet users in the United States. See Exhibit C, Shears Deel. '1!5.
4

In view of the foregoing arguments, Applicant respectfully submits that the "OFX" element
of Applicant's Mark is not deceptively misdescriptive and, accordingly, seeks the withdrawal of
the disclaimer request. Alternatively, Applicant requests a partial amendment of its application to
seek registration of the "OFX" element of Applicant' s Mark under 15 U.S.C. §1052(£).

III.

CONCLUSION
Accordingly, in light of the foregoing, Applicant respectfully requests that the objections

raised in the Office Action be withdrawn and that the Application Serial No. 86/816,163 be
approved for publication.

Dated: March 6, 2018

Respectfully submitted,

/Jacly n T Shanks/

Michael W. Rafter
Jaclyn T. Shanks
KILPATRICK TOWNSEND &
STOCKTON LLP

1100 Peachtree Street Suite 2800
Atlanta, Georgia 30309-4528
404-815-6500

Attorneys for Applicant
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OFX (company)
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

OFX, previously known as Ozforex is an Australian online
foreign exchange and payments company with headquarters in
Sydney. The company provides money transfer services to
Travelex, MoneyGram, Xero, ING Direct, and Macquarie
International Money Transfers as well as individuals such as
migrants and expatriates and sma ll businesses.
OzForex was started by Matthew Gilmour in 1998 while working
as the head of foreign exchange at Bankers Trust.Ill Controlling
interest in the company was sold to Australian investment bank
M acquarie Group in 2007 and partial interest to other investors
in 2010. It operated a number of different territory specific
brands· that include UKForex, CanadianForex, NZForex, USForex
as well as ClearFX and Tranzfers before a brand consolidation to
OFX starting in 2015.

Contents

OFX Limited

Of><
Type

Public

Traded as

ASX: OFX (http://www.asx.com.au/
asx/research/companylnfo.do?by=
asxCode&asxCode=OFX)

Industry

Predecessor

OzForex

Founded

1998, Sydney, Australia

Headquarters Sydney, Australia
Key people

•
•

Peter Warne (Chairman)
Richard Kimber - (CEO and

•

1 History
• 2 Regulations
• 2.1 Australia
• 2.2 USA
• 2.3 UK
2.4 New Zealand
2.5 Canada
• 3 See also
• 4 References

Financial Services
Foreign Exchange

Managing Director)
Operating
income

_. A$14.6 million (2015) (1) (http
s://www.intelligentinvestor.com.a
u/shares/ozforex-interim-result-201
5)

Number of
employees
Subsidiaries

250
CanadianForex
NZForex
UKForex
USForex

History
Since OzForex was founded in 1998,121it has grown from being
an Australian-based foreign exchange information website to a
specialist international payments service provider with a strong
presence in Australi a, the United Kingdom, Canada, the United
States and countries in Europe and the Asia Pacific.

ClearFx
Slogan

When it matters, OFX it

Website

www.ofx.com/en-au/ (https://ww
w.ofx.com/en-au/)

Matthew Gilmour launched the company in 1998 in Sydney, Australia. In 2001 the company launched its first
online money transfer facility.\ 21in 2003, the company launched a New Zealand specific brand called NZForex and
a general brand called Tranzfers.com.131That year it also obtained an Australian Financial Services License, AFSL.141
In 2003, the company launched the UKForex brand in London.151

https://en.wlklpedia.org/wiki/OFX_(company)
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In 2007, Macquarie Bank purchased 51% of OFX and Neil Helm became cE0[6H7H81That same year it also
launched a Canadian brand called CanadianForex in Toronto, Canada.(91
In 2009, OFX began offering a platform for international money transfers through ING Direct.llOJ
In 2010, it launched the brand ClearFx.1111 The same year the group received minority growth investment from
Accel Partners and The Carlyle Group. Representatives from both Accel Partners and Carlyle serve on the OFX
Board of Directors. The Company's founders and Macquarie Private Wealth, which is part of Macquarie Group,
together retained significant ownership of OFX, with Neil Helm continuing as CEO.l121
In 2012, the Company launched a Travel Card and opened an office in San Francisco using the USForex brand. It
established an international payment solution with Travelex in the UK.1131
In 2013, OFX signed a partnership with global money transfer service MoneyGram in the UK, providing an
account-to-account service through a white label arrangement.l141On11 October 2013 OFX under the trading
name OzForex Group Limited publicly listed on the Australian Securities Exchange under the code "OFX

11

.r15J

In 2015, investors were informed of the appointment of former ANZ Banking Group executive Richard Kimber as
CEO and Managing Director of OFX, replacing Neil Helm who led the company to its $480 million initial public
offering in 2013.ln August 2015, OFX announced a global rebranding to commence in Australia in late 2015.1161
In November 2015, OFX received an unsolicited "non-binding indicative proposal" from Western Union to acquire
100% of OFX however in February 2016 discussions were discontinued.
In December 2015, OFX unveiled the new brand and OFX.coml17J in Australia. "This was the first step in a program
that will see the Group's seven regional brands consolidated into a single global brand".(181

Regulations
Australia
OzForex Limited (ABN 65 092-375-703), a wholly owned subsid iary of OzForex Group Limited (ABN 12 165-602273) has an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) and is regulated by the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC) to deal and give advice in foreign exchange and derivatives.1191

USA
USForex, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of OzForex Limited, is registered as a Money Services Business at a
federal level with Financial Crimes Enforcement Network ("FinCEN"), a bureau of the United States Department of
Treasury. In addition, USForex is licensed in a number of U.S. States by the relevant State Banking Department(s)
as a Money Transmitter. USForex is licensed as a Money Transmitter by the Banking Dept. of the State of NY.

UK
UKForex Limited (registered in England and Wales under company number 04631395) is a wholly owned
subsidiary of OzForex Limited. UKForex is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority as an Authorised Payment
Institution (Firm Reference Number: 521566) and by HM Revenue & Customs under the Money Laundering
https:l/en.wikipe<lia.org.Wiki/OFX_(corn pany)
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Regulations 2003 as a Money Service Businesses with registration number 12219180.1201

New Zealand
NZForex Limited (CN: 2514293) is a wholly owned subsidiary of OzForex Limited and is registered as a financial
service provider under the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008.

Canada
CanadianForex Limited (CN: 674939-9) is a wholly owned subsidiary of OzForex Limited. CanadianForex is a
Money Services Business as defined in the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act
(PCMLATF Act) and as such is regulated by FINTRAC with registration number M08560392[Zl]

See also
• List of foreign exchange companies
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EXHIBITB

US Advertisjng Ja11uarv 20ll6 to June 2017
Background
For the majority of 20:L6 we expect.ed to rebrand from USForex 10 OFX and therefore were not spending money on c1 eat ing awareness for the USFoi ex brand. This rebrand W<IS d~yed several
times but did commence in December of 2016. At that time. we began t o plan for an advertising campaign t o begin in M arch o· April 2017.
Documents in the folder indude:
1. Advertising Assets-actual videos in use (refer to media plan) and paid search tern 1s used and still in use.
2. This document - US Advertising January 20:L6 to June 2017 - designed to help explain the other things induded in response t o your inquiry
3. Marketing Content Development Process Flow - showcasing a typical process for c1 eating materials
4. OFS US Marketing Material summary Gulde - guideposts for do's and don'ts pr epared for new employees on the marketing t eam
5. USForex_OFX Media Coverage Jan2016 - June2017 -with examples of press received during this time frame
6. OFX US Briefings and l'lress Coverage Tracie.er 2016-2017 -a complement to tl1e examples of media coverage
7. OFX US Media Plan April -Sept ember- describing the digital advertising plan we have execut·ed
Further explanation of the OFX US Media Plan is described below.
During 2016 we did run some paid search advertisements-where ads appear in Google search as a result of someon e' s search terms-as well as some re· targeted ads aimed at visit ors t o our
website.
Paid Search
There are two types of Paid Search Ads: standard text ads and expanded t ext ads
See the US Pai d Search Ad Copy .Ian 2016- llun 201.7 for the search t erms and ads that have been in use. P'ease note that these ads are served based on Google searches. There is a
high likelihood t hat they were seen by consumers in New York but no certainty. The Standard Text Ads a·e on one tab and the Extended Text Ads are on anot her along with ·cheir status:
Ended, Paused. Removed or Active
2017 Advertising
Generally, we cat egorize our advertising int o t h1 ee different caoegories: Qualify, Int ent and Active. i Please reference the US Media Plan April -September) You wil l see t hat t he media plan has
a tab for each of t hese.
Qualify Video Ads- a1·e in the folder by their length - 6 seconds, 15 seconds and 30 seconds.
Quality Display Ads - examples are included in the following links
Ta1 ·geted to Personal consumers: https://creativepreview.flasht alking.net/p/SJ8GJKRox

Targeted to Businesses: https;//creativeoreview.flasbt alking.net/p/SJSSEEk21
The ads linked to these landing pages
Qualify Business:
https;//www.ofx.com/ en-us/ d/ business-monev- trans·'ers/
Qualify Persona I:
https;/1 www.ofx com/ en-us/ d/ send-money-overseas/
Intent Display Ads
These ads are served in digital banners that move dynamically (much like the qualify ads). The format is alsc similar t o the Qualify ads but as you can see they use stronger language w
encourage viewers to take an action.
Personal - Ad Crutive
Seaire and safe

Best Rates and Low Fees

Fast

Frame 1

Are your overseas money t rans·fers secure?

Need inte1 national money trans·fers ':O arrive quickty?

Send money overseas?

Frame2

Our website is SSL encrypt ed "to enable safe transfers.

Get fast payments with Ol'X

Get bank beating ra1 es wit h 01 X.

Frame 3 Headline

International Money Transfer

Fast lnl:ernational Money Transfer

International M oney Transfer

Proof Point 1

SSL encrypted website to enable saf e transfers

Same day transfers for some major currencies"

Get Ol'X fee free t ransfers•

Proof Po int Z

Your money delivered fast

Get Ol'X fee free trans'fers•

Secure payment platform

Proof Point 3

Get Ol'X fee free transfers•

See where your money is in the transfer process

Same day transfers for some major currencies"

CTA

Find out more

Free Registration

Start

Disclaimer

*Offer applies only to origination transfer fees normally
charged by OFX. Your transfer may be subject to other
fees imposed by third-parti es such as intermediary
banks, governments of designation country or the
recipient's bank. Delivery times are indicative and
measured in business days from the time your funds are
received by OFX. Visit ofx.com to view same day
currencies

•offer applies only to origination t rar1sfer fees normally
charged by OFX. Your transfer may be subject to other
fees impo!;ed by third ·parties such as intermediary
banks, governments of designation country or the
recipient's bank. Delivery t imes are indicative and
measured in business days from the time your funds are
r eceived by OFX. Visit ofx.com to view same day
currencies

*Offer applies only >:o origination transfer fees
non nally charged by OFX. Your t ransfer may be
subject to other fees imposed by third-parties such as
intermediary banks, governments of designation
country or the recipient's bank. Delivery times are
indicative and measured in business days from the
time your funds are received by OFX. Visit ofx.com <:o
view same day currencies

© 2017. USForex Inc. dba OFX. All rights reserved. Of'X is
the regist ered trade name~ USForex Inc. a licensed
money transmitter. NMLS #1021624.

Landing Page

htt11~;llwww, ofx.com £en-us[d£secure,'

© 2017 USForex Inc. dba OFX. All rights reserved. OFX is
the registe.ed trade name ol' USForex Inc. a licensed
money · ransmitter. NMLS #1021624.

htt11s:llwww.ofx comlen-us/d/@st-transferl

© 2017. USForex Inc dba OFX. All rights reserved.
OFX is the registered trade name of USForex Inc. a
licensed money transmitter. NMLS #1021624.

t tt11s:LLwww.ofx.~om,'e!)-us/d £amazing·

rates/

Business - Ad Creative

Secure and s.fe
Frame 1

Send business funds overseas?

Frame 2
l'rame 3 Headline

Best Rates and low Fees

Fast
Need quicker business money tr ansfers?

Does your business send money overseas?

Our website is SSL encrypted t o enab le safe trarisfers

Get fast payments with OFX

Get bank beati ng rates with OFX.

lnte1 national Money Transfer

Fast ln-·e rnational M oney Transfer

ln1:einational Money Tr ans fer

Proof Point 1

SSL encrypted websit e to enable sa·fe transf ers

Same day transfers f or some major currencies•

Get 0 1=
x fee free t ransfers•

Proof Point Z

Your money delive,·ed fast

Get OFX 1ee free transfers•

Secure payment platf°'m

Proof Point 3

Get OFX fee free transfers•

See where yo1Jr money is in ttie t ransfer process

Same day transfers for some major currencies•

CTA

Fi nd out m()(e

Free Registration

Find out more

Disclaimer

*Offer applies only to origination transfer fees normally
charged by OFX. Your transfer may be subject to other
fees imposed by third· parties such as intermediary
banks, governments of designation country or the
r ecipient's bank. Delivery times are indicative and
measured in business days from t he time your funds are
received by OFX. Visit ofx.com t o view same day
currencies
© 2017. USForex Inc. dba OFX. Al l rights reserved. OFX is
the registered t rade name of USForex Inc. a licensed
money transmitter. NML5 #1021624.

landing Page

Terms or Disclosure Sample

https://www.ofx.com/ en- us! d/ secure-business/

•offer applies only to origination transfer fees normally
charged by OFX. Your transfer may be subject to other
fees imposed by third-parties such as intermediary
banks, governments of designation country or the
recipient's bank. Delivery times are indicative and
measu ·ed in business days from the time your funds a1·e
received by OF X. Visit ofx.com to view ~a me day
currencies
© 2017. USForex 1nc. dba OFX. All r ight s reserved. o r x is
the registered tra de name of USForex Inc. a licensed
money t ransmitter. NMl5 #1021624.

https://www.ofx.com/ en-us/d/fast-businesstrans fer/

* Offer applies only to origination transfer fees
normally cha1 ·ged by OFX. Your transfer may be
subject to other fees imposed by t hird-parties such as
intermediary banks, governments of designation
country or the recipient's bank. Delivery times are
indicative and measured in business days from the
time your funds are received by OFX. Visit ofx.com t o
view same day currencies
© 2017. USForex Inc. dba OFX. All rights reserved.
OF'X is the registered trade name of USF01ex Inc. a
licensed money transmitter. NMLS #1021624.

https:llwww .ofx.com/ en-us/d/ amazingbusiness-rat es/

Outbr ain arid Taboula Native Ads
These ads appear in various Facebook feeds along with photos and appear in cont ext of similar content.
Ad text

Character Count Character Limit

Get Bank-Beating Rates On Overseas Transters

44

45

A Better Way To Send Money Overseas Available

45

45
45

Get A Cost Efficient Money Transfer Partner

43

People Saving On Overseas Money Transfer

41

45

Get Better Rates On Overseas Money Transfer

44

45

Expais Saving On Overseas Money Transfer

40

45

Cheap & Easy Way to Transfer Money Overseas

43

45

Transfer Money Overse,as? Try OFX! Good Rates

44

45

Don't Transfer Money Overseas Again Without Reading This

56

45

Never Send Money Overseas Again \Nlthout Reading This

52

45

Never Transfer Money Overseas Again Without Reading This

56

45

DiscC1ver the Real Secret to Cheaper Overseas Money Transfer

59

45

Active Retargeted Ads
This ad is dynamically displayed to users who have visited the website and used the currency converter. The ads carry the user's currency pair and rate.

Former Retargeted Ad - used in 2016 prior to the rebrand from USForex to OFX. This same ad was served in three different sizes.

SENDING MONEY OVERSEAS?

USF{ } IUX
The End.
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EXHIBITC

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK EXAMINING DIVISION
Applicant:

OFX Group Limited

Mark:

OFX & Design

co~
Serial No.:

86/816,157

Filed:

November 11, 2015

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Ingrid C. Eulin
Trademark Examining Attorney
Law Office 111

DECLARATION OF REBECCA SHEARS
I, Rebecca Valentine Shears, make the following declaration:
I.

I am over the age of 18 and am competent to give this declaration, which is based

upon my personal knowledge and on documents and records maintained by OFX Group Limited
("OFX").
2.

I am employed by OzForex Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of OFX, and

serve as the Chief Marketing Officer for OFX. I have been employed by OzForex for around 18
months.
3.

OFX is

th~

parent company of the trading entity OzForex Limited ("OzForex"), a

licensed Australian Financial Service that deals and gives advice in relation to the foreign
exchange contracts and derivatives.

OFX first began marketing itself as OFX (as opposed

USForex) in the United States in December 2016. Since that date, OFX has spent over US$3.2
million dollars promoting and marketing its goods and services under the mark OFX which
serves as the dominant portion of Application Serial No. 86/816, 157 for the mark OFX & Design
("OFX's Mark").

4.

To add to its six other global locations (in Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, New

Zealand and the United Kingdom) in April 2012, OFX opened its U.S. headquaiters San
Francisco, Califomia. This location prominently features OFX's Mark on indoor and outdoor
signage.
5.

As a complement to its physical offices, OFX operates a heavily-trafficked,

interactive website at the domain name <ofx.com> ("OFX' s Website). Since going live in
December 2016, OFX's Website has received over 2.168 million website hits from Internet users
in the United States.
The undersigned, being hereby warned that willful false statements and the like so made are
punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under I 8 U.S.C. § 1001, and that such willful false
statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any resulting registration, declares
that the facts set forth in this declaration are true; all statements made of his own knowledge are
true; and that all statements made on infonnation and belief are believed to be true.

OFX GROUP LIMITED
By:
Name:
Position:
Date:
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OFX ATL Brand Media Launch Overview

• Raise OFX awareness/ consideration in San Francisco among expat s, business owners
and global citizens with household income of $100k+, ages 25-55
• Learn how we could replicat e in other US cities with concentrated traffic areas
Build on digit al advert ising with an above the line media campaig n that aligns with Smart
Move messages and is placed in contextually relevant environments
Concentrated in:
1.
The Financial District: in area of high professional and t ourist f oot traffic
2. A key t ransit hub: the Embarcadero Bart St ation
3. A commut er hiqhwav: interst at e Hwy 101 corri dor from SF to Silicon Valley

Transportation
Station Takeover
•
•
•

Street Furniture

Hwy Billboard

Branded search: OFX.com
Brand awareness improvement via before and after awareness benchmarking survey
Impact on programmatic CPA improvement in SF

April

Moy

June

D1gjtol Programmatic Display - $500k AUD
OOH SF - $650k AUD

2

Why in San Francisco?

co~

High percentage of foreign born population at 35%
• UK, Ireland, France, Germany, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, China, Taiwan. India,
Philippines, Central America, Russia

3 Geographical areas converge here
• SF/Marin, San Jose and Silicon Valley, East Bay: Oakland, Walnut Creek etc.

"A~ ways

on" and ubiquitous Out of Home is able to reach >88% of designated market area
(Nielsen OMA) 18+ population per week

Commuter population swells by 21% during the week
• 265,000 commute in. 100,000 commute out daily
•

Embarcadero and Montgomery stations are the busiest in the BART system. In FY15, over
170,000 trips were made to or from these stations each weekday.

•

Embarcadero Bart being the first point of arrival for those crossing under the bay

Bay area population receptive to trying unknown dot.corns
3
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Tactics and Reach
Estimated Impressions
May 1 - 29
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8,692,807 impressions concentrated in a high-pedestrian traffic section of San Francisco
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About the Creative Lines

The Bold Move campaign leverages the Smart Move advertising and brings in a loca l element.
It speaks to both consumers and business owners about being smart with their decisions.
Conveying exactly what OFX does is critical to all executions.

Bold move.
Bold move.
•

·~

Smart move.

Bold move.

Smart move.
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Copy Lines
Consumer
#1
Not packing a j acked for your summer trip 1·0 San Francisco?
Bold move.
Using OFX to send f unds to your daughter in Sydney?
Smart move.

Business
#6
Driving to a meet.m g on Market duri ng Pride? Bo' d move.
Choosing OFX t o pay your Italian w1olesaler?
Smart move.

#2

#7

Wearing blue on orange Friday? Bold move.
Using OFX t o receive rent from your tenant in Paris? Smart
move.

Leaving yourself 45 minutes t o get to a meeti ng in Palo Alto? Bold move.

#3

Using OFX to pay your German auto parts supplier? Smart move.

#8

Leaving tor Tahoe at Spm on Friday? Bold move.
Using OFX t o send money to Vancouver? Smart move.

Showing up for dinner without a reservation during OpenWorld? Bo ld move.

#4
Ordering a drink in SOMA w th an LA hat on? Bold move.
Buying property in Mexico through OFX? Smart move.

#9

#5
Not layering in the Marina? Bold move.
Sending pounds to London with OFX? Smart move.

Using OFX t o pay your distri but or in Hong Kong? Smart move.

Taking t he Bay Bridge without a casual carpool? Bold move.
Using OFX t o get paid by your European cust omers? Smart move.

#10
Hailing a cab on the Embarcadero? Bold move.
Using OFX t o t urn your international sales int o US dollars? Smart move.

9
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Bart Station Domination Placements
BART PLATFORM
Station Domination
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We really will cover the whole platform including the ticket entrance one floor up.
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C$ strengthens to new 12-week high
against weaker greenback
http://ca.reuters.com/article/businessNews/idCAKCNOW52MA

TORONTO (Reuters) - The Canadian dollar strengthened to a 12-week high against its U.S. counterpart on Thursday as base and precious
metal prices rallied, although it underperformed other commodity-related and European currencies.
The currency extended its recovery from a 12-year low in January at $1.4689 as weaker U.S. data weighed on the greenback ahead of
Friday's U.S. jobs report. .DXY
"The U.S. economy is growing but not quite at the trajectory that the Fed and other market participants are hoping for,' said Lennon
Sweeting, a foreign exchange dealer at USF0<ex.
The U.S. service sector expanded in February at a slightly slower pace than the previous month and employment in the sector declined for
the first time Jn two years.
"The market is starting to realize that the greenback is pretty significantly overpriced given that a rate hike isn't looking as likely," Sweeting
added.
Recent strength in commodity markets helped support Canada's commodity-linked currency.
U.S. crude Clcl prices ended a three-day rally, settling slightly lower at $34.57 a barrel. [O/R]
Copper prices hit their highest in more than thr ee months, while gold climbed to a nearly 13-month high.
The Canadian dollar CAD=D4 ended at C$1.3396 to the greenback, or 74.65 U.S. cents, stronger than Wednesday's close of C$1.3427, or
74.48 U.S. cents.
The currency's weakest level of the session was C$1.3473, while it touched its strongest since Dec. 7 at C$1.33 72 .
Domestic data on Tuesday showed the economy slowed less-than·e•pected in the fourth quarter.

It wasn't "poor enough11 to warrant a Bank of Canada ra te cut, said Sweeting, "especially with oil reboundlng.

11

The implied probability of a rate cut this year has fallen to 47 per cent from 80 percent last week when Finance Minister Bill Morneau said
the government would stick to plans to stimulate the economy in a March 22 federal budget. BOCWATCH
Still, the currency fell to a one-week low of C$0.9884 against the Australi an dollar, while it also lost ground against the euro, touching
C$1.4700 at its weakest.
Canadian government bond prices were higher across the maturity curve, w ith t he two-year CA2YT=RR price up 3 Canadian cents t o yiel d
0.518 percent and the benchmark 10-year CAlOYT=RR risin g 25 Canadian cents to yield 1.222 p ercent.
On Wednesday, the 10-year yield touched its highest since Jan. 28 at 1.302 percent.
January trade data Is due on Friday, expected to reveal a widening deficit of C$1.10 billion after shrinking sharply the month before.
Ana lysts will be looking to see if expor ts can maintain momentum. ECONCA
{Reporting by Fergal Smith; Editing by Bernadette Baum and David Gregorio)

Paying More Than You Need to for
Intern ati on aI Tran sa cti on s?
https ://www. aa bacosm allbusiness.co m/advisor/post/141675830917 /paying-more-than-you-needto-for-i nternationa I

If your business serves a global market, Prince Ghuman says you might be losing money unnecessarily on exchange rates and bank fees.
And if you sell to overseas customers on Amazon or eBay. or use PayPal to accept or make payments, he's almost certain you are.
Ghuman is Global Director of Enterprise at USForex, the currency brokerage that helps small and mldsize businesses to better leverage the
strength of the U.S. dollar in dealings with overseas customers and suppliers. Hitting record highs against world currencies, at the time our
interview the dollar was worth more in Sydney, Singapore, and London than it had been for more than seven years. With its own banking

network, Ghuman says USForex enables tens of billions of dollats in transactions annually and saves customers the costs of wire transfers
and bank fees.

For instance, to pay a supplier in China with a wire transfer, he says, "You walk Into a bank, pay them the amount you need to send, then
pay their fee - 3-5% plus a wire fee - then the bank sends the money to the bank overseas that will pay your supplier In the local
currency. All these banks take cuts. Every time someone touches your money you're being charged a fee, and that adds up."
Relying on USForex instead, he says, •A U.S. chocolatier that wants to pay Its supplier In Switzerland would make the payment Into our

American bank account, and we pay out from our Swiss bank to your supplier. There aren't any other banks Involved and there are no
transfer fees for transactions greater than $5,000."
Smaller transactions incur a $5 charge, while transactions range from just a few hundred to hundreds of millions of dollars, the average is
above $24,000, he says. USForex makes its money In what Ghuman says are competitive exchange rate markups.
USForex also caters to the stretched-too-thin SMB leader, he says. "Sometimes you wear 12 different hats and you wait till last minute to
pay an Invoice, vendor, or overseas development team. If you have to make that payment on Saturday night or Sunday morning, we're the
only one who can help you."
His message to the small business community: "Any time you're making payment across borders you're exposed to risk. Don't assume that

you're on your own. We are the partner to handle your international - foreign currency risk."
USForex parent company OFX is set to launch a product that has been In beta since January that is geared toward retailers that sell on
eBay and Amazon.

"Fulfillment by Amazon is amazing; it's making success stories of a lot of small businesses," by giving them a warehouse, Ghuman says.
•eut the devil Is in the details,"' he adds. "As an American business person, I don't have an Australian bank account, so Amazon Is taking
my customers' Aussie dollars and bringing them over to my bank account. They take a 3.5 percent cut on top of their selling fees, which
can be up to 20 percent depending on volume."
Users of the new OFX product fore-sellers will instead benefit from the brokerage's expansive banking network as If they do have their
own bank accounts all over the world. " We're able to collect local currency and pay out into your account in US dollars," Ghuman says,.
sending that 3.5 percent savings back to your bottom line. It adds up.

CANADA FX DEBT-C$ strengthens to a 5month high on dovish Fed
http://www. reuters. com/article/can ada-forex-id USL2Nl 7 2236

By Fergal Smith
TORONTO, March 30
The Canadian dollar strengthened to a five-month high against its U.S. counterpart on Wednesday as investors rowed back
expectations for interest rate hikes by the Federal Reserve. The currency has rallied 13 percent since hitting a 12-year low
In January at C$1.4689, helped by recovery in crude oil prices, stabilization in financial markets and reduced expectations
for Bank of Canada rate cuts. " Recent strength is a result of participants reassessing the outlook for (U.S.) central bank
policy," said Lennon Sweeting, North American FX dealer at OFX.
The U.S. dollar weakened against a basket of major currencies after Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen said on Tuesday the
U.S. central bank should proceed "cautiously" with rate hikes. Canada will take more than two years to fully adjust to the
drop in oil prices, Bank of Canada Deputy Governor Lynn Patterson said, signaling no quick end to a shock that has roiled
the economy. But the implied probability of a Bank of Canada rate cut this year has dropped to 30 percent from more than
50 percent at the start of the month. Oil prices erased most of the day's gains after U.S. government data showed crude
inventories at all-time peaks again despite strong refinery runs. U.S. crude prices were up 0.05 percent to $38.3 a barrel.
The Canadian dollar ended at C$1.2965 to the greenback, or 77.13 U.S. cents, stronger than Tuesday's close of C$1.3065, or
76.S4 U.S. cents.
The currency's weakest level of the session was C$1.3079, while it touched its strongest since Oct. 19 at C$1.2913.
Canadian Finance Minister Bill Morneau said it may take more time for the country's economy to reap the benefits from a
weaker Canadian dollar as domestic manufacturers adjust to its impact. Canadian government bond prices were lower
across the maturity curve, with the two-year price down 4 Canadian cents to yield 0.533 percent and the benchmark 10year falling 46 Canadian cents to yield 1.229 percent.
On Tuesday, the 10-year yield hit a three-week low at 1.177 percent. The Canada-U.S. two-year bond spread was 5.5 basis
points narrower at -22.8 basis points, while the 10-year spread was 3.5 basis points less negative at -59.8 basis points as
Canadian government bonds underperformed. January gross domestic product data is awaited on Thursday. Analysts
expect 0 .3 percent growth for th e month, which would reinforce expectations that first-quarter growth will exceed the
Bank of Canada's forecast of 1 percent. (Reporting by Fergal Smith; editing by Nick Zieminski, G Crosse)

May 2016

Expert: Tips for better small business
expansion
http://www.bizreport.com/2016/05/expert-tips-for-better-small-business-expansion.html

Expert: Tips for better small business expansion
Small Business Week is kicking off, and while many SMBs are focused on consumers in their town, there are some who are looking outside
the confines of their l ip codes. One expert offers three tips to improve small business expansion.
by Kristina Knight
Think international
"Now could be the time to consider an overseas expansion. The strong U.S. dollar combined with Increased U.S. consumer spending
greatly benefit the businesses that make the leap. More specifically, international expansion ls perceived as growth and as a positive
indicator to investors and potential employees evaluating your company. Furthermore, by making an international move and offshoring
the production of some goods to other countries, you will stretch your dollars and cents further," said Prince Ghuman, Global Director of
Enterprise Development, USForex.
Think Ivy League

"For American businesses, the dollar's strong recent performance has a number of unexpected advantages. When It comes to talent for
both remote work and one·off projects, it has opened new frontiers and made hiring top-notch experts around the world far easier on
your company's bottom line. Many companies often look to low-cost options such as India and Eastern Europe. However, with the U.S.
dollar as strong as It is, highly educated talent from western Europe, Australia and Canada is more affordable than ever. The favorable
dollar rate means access to engineers, coders, QA teams and other experts in a variety of labor markets around the world · and the

opportunity to pay fair compensation to top~ notch talent ln otherwise inaccessible markets," said Ghuman.
Think long-term
"From the outside, planning for market fluctuations might seem impossible. On the contrary, If your company relies on imported goods or
supplies, thinking about the long-t erm and locking in rates when possible with your international supplies will save you big bucks in the
long run. While there are many things that impact your business that are outside your control, this approach gives you both stability and
shelters your company if the strong dollar begins to go in the opposite direction," said Ghuman.

CANADA FX DEBT-C$ weakens to 2-week
low on trade data, oil output fears
http://www. reuters .com/ article/can ada-forex-id USL2N 1811VS

(New thr01Jghout, updates prices and market activity, adds details, comments) By Fergal Smith and Leah Schnurr
TORONTO/OTTAWA, May 4 The Canadian dollar weakened to a two-week low against the greenback on Wednesday after disappointing
domestic trade data and as a wildfire threatened production in the country's oil sands region. Broad-based gains in the U.S. dollar also hurt
the loonle, which has rallied more than 13 percent since January. Analysts expect the currency will not be able to hold on to all of those
gains. Canada's trade deficit in March unexpectedly widened to a record C$3.41 billion ($2.66 billion) as exports sank for a second month

on widespread weakness. The economy remains on track to grow more than 3 percent in the first quarter, but the data provides a "weak
handoff' going into the second quarter, said Paul Ferley, the assistant chief economist at Royal Bank of Canada. "Certainly as we move
through the second quarter the Sank {of Canada) Is going to be wanting to see indications of exports rebounding," he added. Fire
continued to rage through the western city of Fort McMurray, the heart of Canada's oil sands region. At least three oil companies have
curbed activity to allow workers and others to get to safety. The cuts in production could weigh on Canada's economy in May. Growth had
already been expected to cool in the second quarter after a strong start to the year. The Canadian dollar ended the North American
trading session at C$1.2870 to the greenback, or 77.70 U.S. cents, weaker than Tuesday's close of C$1.2713, or 78.66 U.S. cents. The
currency touched its weakest since April 18 at C$1.2886. Over the past two sessions, It has lost more than 2 percent. Investors are also
reassessing when the Federal Reserve could raise interest rates again after comments from two policymakers suggested June was a
possibility. "The market's been looking for a reason to get behind the U.S. dollar in the last few weeks," said Lennon Sweeting, North
American FX dealer at OFX. "With them making it clear that a June hike is still in play, I think that's got the market bullish on the
greenback." Canadian government bond prices were higher across the maturity curve, with the two-year price up 12.S Canadian cents to
yield 0.580 percent and the benchmark 10-year rising 55 Canadian cents to yield 1.401 percent. The Canada-U.S. two-year bond spread
was-16.2 basis points, while the 10-year spread was -37.4 basis points as Canadian government bonds outperformed.

Dollar Jumps to 7-Week High as June Fed
Rate Hike Seen in Play
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-18/dollar-jumps-after-u-s-fed-relea ses-minutesof-april-meeting

The dollar rose to a seven-week high on Wednesday after Federal Reserve meeting minutes boosted speculation that the central bank will

raise interest rates as soon as June .
The U.S. currency extended gains against most of its major peers after the r elease of policy makers' deliberations indicated they are
moving closer to further tightening after raising rates for the first time in a decade last December. Emerging-market currencies slumped on
the prospect of higher U.S. interest rates, with the Brazilian real, South Africa's rand and t he Russian ruble pacing declines.
"The greenback should be bid here," said Bipan Rai, executive director of foreign-exchange strategy at Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce in Toronto. "The minutes suggest that the odds of a June hike or even a signal in June for a July hike are more likely than the

market was prepared for.H
The greenback has advanced for the past two weeks in its longest run of gains since January as traders boosted expectations for the U.S.
central bank to raise borrowing costs. The currency has pared its 2016 loss to 3 percent amid comments from r egional Fed presidents that

at least two rate Increases this year may be warranted.
The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index, which tracks the greenback versus 10 peers, was little changed as of 8:26 a.m. in Tokyo after climbing
0.8 percent on Wednesday and reaching the highest level on a closing basi s since March 28. The U.S. wrrency was at $1.1225 per euro
from $1.1216 on Wednesday, when it added 0.9 percent. It fetched 110.10 yen from 110.19.
Dollar Confidence
~This

is really going to give the market some renewed confidence ln the dollar," said Lennon Sweeting, a corporate dealer in Toronto at

the foreign-exchange transfer company USForex Inc. "We saw a couple of ni ce comments from the Fed, they recognize the fact that the

markers been wanting to hear a dear, concise message."
Hedge funds reduced bets for the U.S. currency to weaken versus eight other currencies last week, according to the Commodity Futures
Trading Commi ssion. After surging more than 20 percent against the euro in the past two years, strategists project the dollar staying nea r
its current level of $1.12 per euro through year-end.
The likelihood of the Fed raising rates at Its June 14-15 meeting more than doubled from Tuesday to 32 percent, while the chances of a
move by September rose to 62 percent from 47 percent the previous day, according to data based on fed fund futures compiled by
Bloomberg.
Fed officials " have been building the case for a potential June hike over the past few weeks, with more hawkish unde<tones in their

speeches," said Minh Trang, a senior foreign·exchange trader at Silicon Valley Bank in Santa Clara, California. "They may not want to make
the mistake of waiting too long, only to see the en\llronment weaken and lose an opportunity to hike.11

Dollar drops as stronger inflation reading
fails to boost rate-hike expectations
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/dollar-edges-up-but-110-remains-in-the-distance-2016-05-17

The dollar finished flat against Its main rivals Tuesde1y after a key gauge of U.S. inflation showed prices continued to rise in April.
The consumer-price index, a widely watched gauge of inflation pressures in the U.S., rose 0.4% in April as gasoline prices surged.
Economists polled by MarketWatch had expected a gain of 0.3%. Other than a tick lower in March, koy inflation indicators have risen so far
this year as oil prices US:CLM6 have climbed.
A knee-jerk dollar rally that followed the release of the inflation data quickly faded as dollar bulls determined that more evidence would
be needed In the months ahead to trigger another rate hike by the Federal Reserve.

Comments from Atlanta Fed President Dennis Lockhart and San Francisco Fed President John Williams provided some support for the
dollar in afternoon trade. Both officials largely reiterated earlier warnings that a June rate hike remains a possiblllty.
"The data is good but it's nowhere near the Fed's target," said Lennon Sweeting, a corporate dealer at U.S. Forex. "It could give them
some reason to be more aggressive but for tho Fed to take liftoff seriously they really need to be compelled."
The ICE U.S. Dollar Index DXY, -0.01% a measure of the greenback's strength against a basket of rival s, was flat at 94.5580 in recent trade.
Read: Investors will need more convincing before they can trust the Fed again
In recent weeks, the dollar has traded broadly higher, trimming a sharp decline seen since the start of the year. But despite the recent
correction, Tuesday's trading suggests significant negative sentiment remains.

"We can derive that the dollar was overpriced at the beginning of the year and we're continuing to see adjustments," Sweeting said.
One euro EURUSD, -0.0089% bought $1.1318 late Tuesday in New York, compared with $1.1316 late Monday in New York. The dollar
USDJPY, -0.04% traded at ¥109.10 late Tuesday, compared with ¥109.07 late M onday.
Meanwhile, the pound GBPUSD, +0.0071% rose to $1.4456 late Tuesday, up from $1.4427 late Monday, after a recent poll suggested that
support for a U.K. exit from the European Union has waned recently.
In other data, U.S. housing starts climbed 6.6% In April after a slight dip last month, while industrial production saw its largest monthly
gain since November 2014.

Market strategists will now be looking for confirmation in the personal consumption expenditure (PCE) price Index, the Fed's preferred
Inflation gauge, which is expected to be released on May 31. The Fed is currently t argeting annual price growth of just below 2%.
Tuesday's inflation report followed an encouraging reading on U.S. retail sales, released Friday, which suggested that consumer
spending-the primary driver of the U.S. economy-is recovering from a slump early this year.
In a set of forecasts released after the Fed's March meeting, a majority of policy makers appeared to support raising rates twice this year.
But signs of faltering global growth have made investors skeptical. The Fed-funds futures market is barely pricing in one hike In 2016.
RBA minutes send Aussie higher
The Australian dollar advanced after the Australian central bank's latest meeting minutes damped hopes for an early rate reduction.
Read: The reason for low Treasury yields Isn't what you think
The Australian dollar AUDUSD, -0.2039% traded at 73.24 U.S. cents late Tuesday, compared with 72.87 cents late Monday in New York.
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If U.K. Voters Make a Brexit They Will Take
Unwilling U.S. Businesses With Them
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/277875
On June 23, British voters will decide If the United Kingdom stays or leaves the European Union IEU). For more than 40 years. the British
and European economies have been t ied through trade, taxes, policies and mobility. Now, however, there are some that feel that the
strict membership rules and growing number of EU policies !which in some cases trump domestic agendas), make it difficult for some

nations to act independently and retain their national sovereignty.
Uncertainty and fear are high approaching the vote, and currencies and global markets are feeling the impact. The pound has fallen
significantly ahead of the vote. Additionally, the Brexit is causing a ripple effect throughout t he region. The Czech Republic Is considering
Its own referendum and Scotland is thinking of once more bidding for Its independence from Great Britain. With so much foreign trade
and investment depending on the UK's involvement in the European Union, it Is important to examine how the decision will Impact U.S.
businesses once the June 23 vote is behind us.
What's at stake?

The U.S. and U.K. have a relationship that goes back centuries. For American businesses, the U.K. is more than another business
destination. It's America's biggest trading partner in the EU, doing mor e than $200 billion of bilateral trade annually, serving as the
gateway to Europe's single market with more than 500 million potential customers. Severing the U.K.-EU ties would carry significant risk to
the bottom line of corporate America. A Brexit would mean that the U.K. would no longer serve as an access point to the single market. It
could also impact t he 20 percent of all U.S. exports that go to the EU every year, the goods and services trade flows of about $2. 7 billion a
day and the transatlantic investment responsible for roughly 6.8 million jobs.

What does this mean for your business?
A Brexlt will require U.S. businesses to find themselves looklng for alternate entry points to Europe to once again gain access to the single
market.

A Brexit also means evaluating your business, having a clear view on long term growth strategies and understanding how new market
conditions could impact your business. For instance, will the change in access to the European Union Impact relationships or alter plans for
International expansion? Businesses will also have to prepare themselves for possible impacts on their bottom lines. Currently the U.K.
and U.S. partnership equates to about l trillion dollars in investments and about a million employees going to work each day for each
country. Any changes that result from Brexit will impact your bottom line.

Furthermore, businesses will need to consider the cost to comply with the regulations and policies of a new country. On the plus side, U.S.
businesses importing goods and intellectual property from the U.K. are likely to find that the strength of the dollar bring their costs down.
How to prepare
Yes there is uncertainty, but there are steps you can take today to shelter your business and prepare for the expected. By thinking of the
following, no matter what happens with t he June 23 Brexit vote, your business is prepared.
Think big picture: Brexlt is just one example of global changes and policies that can impact your enterprise. Use this uncertainty to think
about your entire business by asking yourself a few questions. Oo you have International suppliers or vendors? Are there planned
expansions that will require new office space? Are you planning to hire new talent or In making large Investments? By thinking about all

business operations, business owners can identify the parts of their business that need additional support and attention.
Take control: Once entire business operations have been analyzed, owners can leverage current market conditions and protect themselves
against any further depreciations that might occur because of t he Brexit. For example, connecting with international vendors and suppliers
and lodcing in long-term pri ces can help reduce costs. Setting up recurring payments can also be advant ageous, especially if payment

amounts are agreed upon in advance -- this means no unexpected fluctuations In price.
Consider the unexpect ed: Beyond what you can control and plan for, don't overlook the Federal Reserve In your plans. The Federal

Reserve for months has played around with die notion of whether or not it will raise interest rates. Over the course of the summer it will
hold several FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) meetings, and interest rates are always a topic of conversat ion. Given the market's
volatility and the uncertainty driven by Brexit, oil prices and other global factors, a hike could w ell be on the cards.
At the end of the day only time will reveal the true outcome of t he June 23 Brexit vote. That said by strategically examining business
operations and planning, business owners can mitigate risk and set In motion actions that will move the business forward.

Look to the U.S. Dollar When Making Your
Next Business Decision
http://www.smallblzdally.com/look-to-the-u-s-do11ar-when-making-your-next-business-decision/
By Prince Ghuman

As a small business owner, just keeping your company running can be hard enough. From managing teams to managing your finances,
there is little time left to find new ways to make your money work for you. One often overl ooked area for large savings is understanding

how and when your home currency can work to your advantage. In recent months, the Greenback's strong performance versus
international currencies has uncovered just this opportunity, an opportunity that can save your business hundreds If not thousands of
dollars. Outlined below are a few quick tips on how you and your busi ness can make the most of this all-rare situation.
Look Overseas: Now could be the time to consider that overseas expansion y ou've been eyeing. The strong U.S. dollar combined with
economic instability in areas like the Eurozone and some oil-dependent economies means t hat your money is likely to go further than it
has for many years. Additionally, international expansion Is perceived as growth and as a positive indicator to investors and potential
employees evaluating your company. Furthermore, by making an international move you' re almost certainly going to open your company
up to new markets, customers and opportunities.
Hire Ivy League talent at community college prices: One of the unexpected advantages of the strong U.S. dollar i s its impact on hiring
foreign talent, When it comes to talent for both remote work and one-off projects, the strong dollar has opened new frontiers and made
hiring top-notch experts around the world far easier on a company's bottom line. Many companies often look to low-cost options such as
India and Eastern Europe. However, with the U.S. dollar as strong as it is, highly educated talent from Western Europe, Australia and
Canada are more affordable than ever. The favorable dollar rate means access to engineers, coders, QA teams, designers and other
experts in a variety of labor markets around the world - and the opportunity to pay fair compensation to top-notch talent in otherwise
inaccessible markets.
Lock in long-term prices today: From the outside, planning for market fluctuations might seem impossible. But in reality, the opposite Is
true If your company relies on Imported goods or supplies, thinking about the long-term and locking In rates when possible w ith your
International suppliers will save you big bucks In the long run. While there are many things that impact your business that are outside your
control, this approach provides both stability and shelters your company if the strong dollar begins to go in the opposite direction.
Look for a partner with transparent prices: The major benefit of the strong dollar is your money goes further. Where this positive becomes
a negative is when your chosen currency broker hinders the dollar's strong performance by slapping your business with une)(pected fees
and costs. Instead of paying three or even seven percent per transaction plus wire fees, or running the risk of currency fluctuations eating
at your revenue, turn to a vendor with transpa rent pricing. By working with a trusted partner, your money will stay where It should staywith your business.
In the end, though, it's about one thing: Making your money work for you. By looking at the dollar as more than just a currency, it will
open up access to new markets and the opportunity to work with talented ctients that would otherwise be considerably more expensive
domestically. Take a look at your business today and see how the dollar's strong performance can help you hit your business goals today,

Prince Ghuman is the global director of enterprise development at, USForex, an international currency exchange specialist with a global
network that spans 190 countries,

If U.K. Voters Make a Brexit They Will Take
Unwilling U.S. Businesses With Them
https://www.entrepreneur.com/artic:le/277875

On June 23, British voters will decide if the United Kingdom stays or leaves the European Union (EU). For more than 40 years, the British

and European economies have been tied through trade, taxes, policies and mobility. Now, however, there are some that feel that the
strict membership rules and growing number of EU policies (which in same cases trump domestic agendas), make it difficult for some
nations to act independently and retain their national sovereignty.
Uncertainty and fear are high approaching the vote, and currencies and slobal markets are feeling the impact. The pound has fallen
slsnificantly ahead of the vote. Additionally, the Brexit Is causing a ripple effect throughout the re gion. The Czech Republic is considering

its own referendum and Scotland is thinking of once more bidding for its independence from Great Britain. With so much foreign trade
and investment depending on the U.K.'s involvement In the European Union, It is important to examine how the decision wlll impact U.S.
businesses once the June 23 vote is behind us.
What's at stake?

The U.S. and U.K. have a relationship that goes back centuries. For American businesses, the U. K. is more than another business
d estination. It's America's biggest trading partner in the EU, doing more than $200 billion of bilateral t r ade annually, serving as the
gateway to Europe's single market with more than 500 million potential customers. Severing the U.K.-EU ties would carry significant risk t o
the bottom line of corporat e America. A Brexit would mean that the U.K. would no longer serve as an access point to the single market. It
could also Impact the 20 percent of all U.S. exports that go to t he EU every year, the goods and services trade flows of about $2.7 billion a
d ay and the transatlantic investment responsible for roughly 6.8 million jobs.

A Brexit also means evaluating your business, having a clear view on long term growth strategies and understanding how new market
conditions could impact your business. For instance, will the change In access to the European Union impact relationships or alter plans for
international expansion? Businesses will also have to prepare themselves for possible impacts on their bottom lines. Currently the U.K.
and U.S. partnership equates to about 1 trillion dollars in investments and about a million employees going to work each day for each
country. Any changes that result from Brexit w ill impact your bottom line.
Furthermore, businesses will need to consider the cost to comply with the regulations and policies of a new country. On the plus side, U.S.
businesses importing goods and intellectual property from the U.K. are likely to find t hat the strength of the dollar bring their costs down.
How to prepare
Yes there is uncertainty, but there are steps you can take today to shelter your business and prepare for the expected. By thinking of the
following, no matter what happens with the June 23 Brexlt vote, your business Is prepared.
Think big picture: Brexlt Is j ust one example of global changes and policies that can Impact your enterprise. Use this uncertainty to think

about your entire business by asking yourself a few questions. Do you have international suppliers or vendors? Are there planned
expansions that will require new office space? Are you planning to hire new talent or ln making large Investments? By thinking about all
business operations, business owners can identify the parts of their business that need additional support and attention.
Take control: Once entire business operations have been analyzed, owners can leverage current market conditions and protect themselves
asainst any further depreciations t hat might occur because of the Brexit. For example, ~onnectln g with international vendors and suppliers
and locking in long-term prices can help reduce costs. Setting up recurring payments can also be advantageous, especially if payment

amounts are agreed upon in advance ·· this means no unexpected fluctuations in price.
Consider the unexpected: Beyond what you can control and plan fOf, don't overlook the Federal Reserve In your plans. The Federal

Reserve for months has played around with the notion of whether or not It will raise interest rates. Over the course of the summer it will
hold several FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) meetings, and Interest rates are always a topic of conversat ion. Given the market's
volatility and the uncertainty driven by Brexit, oil prices and other global factors, a hike could well be on the cards.
At the end of the day only time will reveal the t rue outcome of the June 23 Brexlt vote. That said by strategically examlnlns business

operations and planning, business owners can mitigate risk and set In motion actions that will move the business forward.
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Ad Roundup: Platforms simplify data,
ecommerce
h ttp ://www.blzreport.com/2016/07/ ad-roundup-platforms-simplify-data-ecommerce.html
by Kristina Knight
In today's advertising roundup, two platform releases that should put brands and merchants in better control of their data as well as their

merchant solutions.
First, USForex has launched a new online merchant platform that makes it possible for merchants to more easily process International
payments. Called USForex for Online Sellers, the platform allows for the local collection of global revenues without feed or high exchange
rates, as well as fast delivery of the funds.
"Exchange rates and associated fees can mean the difference between growth and stagnation for emerging vendors," said David Nicholls,
Head of Payment Solutions, North America, USForex. "For companies looking to expand into new markets, the standard 3-5 percent that
some marketplaces and banks charge to get that money into a vendor's bank account can make a huge difference over the course of a
year. With USForex for Online Sellers, we're providing the means for merchants to reach new customers across country borders."
And, SOASTA has added new analytics to their platform of services. The new options include Session Path Analysis, Predictive Analytics,
Third Party Analytics, and Conversion and Activity Impact scores. the new tools should help brands better understand third party data.

"Today, most commercial web and mobile user experiences depend heavily on third-party content to deliver everything from syndicated
content to video to advertising to interaction with social media,• said SOASTA Executive Chairman and Founder Ken Gardner. 11 lt is quite
common for us to discover that customers and prospects don't know how many third·party resources are b~ing used and where, much
less the impact of those resources on site performance and, ultimately, user outcomes. In other words, lf you're not managing the
performance of third parties, you're not managing your company's digital performance."

Prime Day Fail: What Merchants Need To
Know
https:Uwww.entrepreneur.com/article/278931
by David Nichols

Today marks the second annual Amazon Prime Day -- a sales event created by the ecommerce giant to drum up a revenue boost during
the summer months and test the market for the upcoming holiday season. Despite some entertaining customer ridicule In Its first year,
Amazon's plan was quite successful, as the company saw an additional $400 million in revenue compared to a standard day of sares and
179 million visitors on the site is nearly twice the usual traffic, resulting in a net sales spike that was 18 percent higher than Black Friday
2014.
Related: Amazon Seeks to Grow Profits and Perception With Second Annual Prime Day

For merchants, Prime Day's traffic spike Is a huge opportunity to capture new customers and clear dated Inventories before the holiday
season. Before throwing resources toward the event, I advocate that sellers consider common pitfalls that, if overlooked, could impact
their reputation with customers and ultimately hurt their bottom line.
Are you afraid of missing out?
No one wants to feel like they are losing out, particularly when a healthy profit is on the line, but blindly following the hype is dangerous
for independent sellers. Before committing significant resources to an event like Prime Day, it is important to analyze the risk and reward
for your business. Are you able to support the spike in orders and deliver on your customers' expectations of two-day delivery? Can you
handle the increase in customerservice requests that will follow a high volume of sales? Do you have the staff to support the hectic 24
hours?
Related: 5 Things Digital Marketers Can Learn from Amazon Prime's 35 Percent Growth
Letting FOMO (fear of missing out) override rational, calculated decision making can leave your business exposed to a host of avoidable
issues, from disgruntled customers, to overworked employees, to drops in your overall seller rating.

Throwing away money.
Online retailers like Amazon and eBay charge a standard 15 percent commission that merchants calculate as they would any standard cost
of doing business. Yet costs become more difficult to track when a seller is frequently tapping into an international customer base.
Anytime money crosses a border, a foreign exchange margin of 11up to 4 percent 11 is added to the transaction's value.
For a successful international merchant, an otherwise successful Prime Day could end up costing them thousands in unanticipated fees --

$1 million in business revenue could equate to $40,000 or more In cross-border fees -- a significant amount when working with the razorthin margins that online sales dictate. There are ways to be smarter about your online presence to bypass those 4 percent, such as using a
foreign exchange specialist for example and thinking strategically about your approach to currency exchange would reduce costs.
Related: Amazon Prime Day Highlighted by Disappointment
The fun part for smart sellers is that Prime Day should be looked on as a bonus. After all, Amazon created the shopping event out of thin
air, so get creative and use the day to build value for your storefront. With the holiday shopping season only a few months away, Prime
Day presents an invaluable opportunity to test your offerings. Instead of going for the easy win, set yourself up to learn what your
customers want, and put that information into action in the coming months. What besan as a Prime Day experiment could end up being
your biggest holiday success
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For the Record: Don't cancel those
Canada plans just yet
http:// w ww.usat oday.com/ story/ news/politics/onpolitics/2016/08/18/record·dont-cancel-t hose-canada-plans-lust-yet /88923042/
Brett McGlnness. USA TODAY 5:21 a.m. ET Aug. 18, 2016

Meet the people now heading Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump's campaign. Breitbart News' e1<ecutive chairman, Stephen
Bannon, was appointed the campaign CEO, and pollster Kellyanne Conway was promoted to campaign manager.
"This is an expansion at an incredibly busy time, the last 12-week homestretch for the campaign," newly installed campaign manager
Keltyanne Conway told reporters yesterday. In other words, Trump's latest campaign staff moves aren't about rearranging deck chairs on
the Titanic; they're about adding MORE deck chairs, luxurious ones, to a much classier, unsinkable cruise ship.
The new hires include Conway, a numbers guru who founded the Polling Company and a veteran of political campaigns Including those of
Vice President Dan Quayle, Speaker Newt Gingrich, Sen. Ted Cruz and Gov. Mike Pence. She has served as an adviser for Trump for
months, but the elevation of her pollster expertise couldn't come at a better time for a candidate who hasn't led in a national poll since
the conventions.
The new campaign CEO is Stephen Bannon, new to political campaigns but well-versed in the media world, having co-founded Breitbart
News (he's stepping aside from his Breitbart duties for the duration of the campaign). His anti-George W. Bush, pro-Tea Party credentials
flt in perfectly with the campaign's anti-Establishment tone, and his media expertise should help Trump capture unpaid media exposure to
counter Clinton's TV ad blitz. (And for critics of Trump's media exposure: Maybe a Clinton press conference every now and then w ould
help.)
So there you have it: polls and media exposure. Trump is doubling down on the strategy for his victory in the GOP primaries.
First one to Baton Rouge with a planeload of cash wins
What's with the silence from the Clinton and Trump campaigns on the flooding in Louisiana? For Hillary, It would be an opportunity to
make a big impression In a state that's solid Trump territory right now. For Donald, it would be an opportunity to follow words with actions
in his outreach to African-Americans -- some of the hardest-hit areas are among the most predominantly African-American parishes In the
state. (Set aside the desire to help one's fellow Americans -- we're so far gone into this election cycle, we can't help but see every situation
through a campaign-centric lens.)
But so far, there haven't been any visits from either candidate, and neither one has hinted at any plans to do so. Trump, who has

commented on every news event, press release and weather report since last June, hasn't said a word. Clinton tweeted once about it, and
when USA TODAY asked for comment, the campaign asked us if we noticed the tweet. Even the Obama administration has been sharply
criticized for its perceived lack of involvement. We never thought we 1d say this, but ... doesn't Kanye West have any comments here?

Don't forget to renounce your citizenship

You may be able to escape the election's outcome, but
You may be able to escape the election's outcome, but you'll never be able to escape the Whopperito. (Photo: Sean Kilpatrick, AP)
If we haven't said it already, we'd like to extend a big thanks to the UK for the Brexit vote. Everything w e know about abandoning a
country based on an electoral outcome, we learned by watching you guys. For starters, did you know expatriating yourself requires a lot of
financial planning? If you're fleeing the Trump administration, you can't just show up at the nearest
Horton's and run your Etsy
business off their Wi-FI for the next four to eight years.

nm

" If your business model includes online selling, you can still sell into the U.S.," says USForex CEO Richard Kimber. '(But) no m atter where
you move, you'll still be exposed to a lot of international events.11 {For example, the sudden transfer of 218 billion pesos from Mexico to
the U.S. for wall~related expenses.) Plus, if you plan to retain your American citizenship, we're still on the hook with the IRS for income tax,
even if you're not llving there.

If you're planning to head to the True North, you won't be alone -- a Morning Consult/Vax poll In March showed that 15% of the country is
"very likely" to consider leaving the U.S. in the event of a Trump pr esidency. That's about 48 million expat Americans alongside 35 million
actual Canadians. And if you're f leeing President Clinton ii? The Australia-based Kimber says his country's pro-trade stance might turn off
Trump supporters. 'I'm trying to think of where a good place would be ... maybe Russia."

58 Percent of Small Businesses Already
Have International Customers, Survey
Finds
https://smallbiztrends.com/2016/08/small-businesses-•oing-global-survey.html
Small businesses are breaking barriers and going international, a new study by for eign exchange company USForex has found.

The survey shows 58 percent of small businesses already have international customers, while 72 percent plan to grow their international
customer base by 2017. About 96 percent of these small businesses, in fact, are confident about conducting business abroad.
11

Going global Is no longer an option for successful small- and medium-sized businesses - it's a strategic imperative," said Karin Visnick,

head of North America, USForex.
Why are Small Businesses Going Global?
According to the survey, factors such as access to higher quality suppliers or vendors (43 percent) and higher quality talent (42 percent)
are encouraging businesses to expand across borders. Cheaper access to suppliers or vendor5 (41 percent) and cheaper talent (28 percent)

are other prominent factors driving this trend.
Karin Visnick explained, "Facing domestic uncertainty - political and economic - SMBs are feeling the pinch here at home. New
technology and tools are putting global talent, suppliers and markets within reach of businesses that just a few years ago would have
never thought to look beyond U.S. borders."
Challenges Facing Businesses
Although businesses are tempted to expand their global presence, there are challenges that dissuade some companies from going global.
According to the survey, small businesses feel the U.S. presidential election and global terrorism are the biggest factors that may impact

their international business. Respondents also feel international market conditions, lack of understanding of local best practices and fees
charged to sell overseas are key concerns.
,.It's clear that SMBs are optimistic and eager to expand their business across U.S. borders, though slightly cautious about local business
conditions and the impact of major global events," noted David Nicholls, head of payment solutions, USForex.

"Among our own customers we're experiencing an increasin9 number of businesses that are seeking out the proper tools and guidance
they need to navigate the changing global business landscape, and ultimately make their international e)(pansion a successful one."
About the USForex Survey

For the study, USForex partnered with Researchscape and surveyed rnore than 300 U.S. small-to-medium sized businesses over the course
of two weeks.
USForex is a provider of onllne alternatives to existing currency exchange services.

Report: US small businesses pushing
international
http://www.bizreport.com/2016/08/report-us-small-businesses-oushing-international.html
Small business owners in the US are pushing into the international marketplace. That's the takeaway from new USForex data which
indicates that half of SMB owners surveyed for their new report have both customers and suppliers who are international.
by Kristina Knight
"In the next 12 months. nearly three quarters (72%) of SMB executives surveyed expect to take on new International customers, with 52%
expecting to take on new suppliers and vendors abroad. And fully 41% expect to take on new or added overseas employees." was written
In the report. "Regarding growth, 72% of SMBs are expecting to add new International customers, up from the 58% who reported

international customers today."
Other interesting takeaways from the USForex report include:
• Just over one-third of global customers are In either Canada or the UK
• 72% of SMBs expect to gain more international customers within the next year
• 52% expect to gain more International suppliers/vendors
As to why SMBs are looking to the global marketplace over half (52%) say they are looking for higher quality suppliers and 41% say they're
l ooking for better talent.
Where are US SMBs looking to expand? About 20% are looking to the UK, China and Canada while about 15% are looking into Mexican
expansion, and most (96%) say they 'are confident' In the global marketplace. But, they are leery of certain marketplaces including:
• 37% believe Asia will be the most difficult market In w hich to expand
• 30% believe the EU will be the most difficult
• 24% say the Latin American marketplace will be the most difficult

September 2016

SMBs Confident in Global Economy
Despite Upfront Concerns
https ://www.entrepreneur.com/ar ticle/281414

Producing nearly half of the private nonfarm GDP, small businesses {SMBs) are a huge part of the U.S. economy, serving as Incubators for
innovation and a major source of employment. In fact, SMBs represent two-thirds of net new private-sector jobs and a majority of firms
exporting goods.
As such, it's important for SMBs to continue having the opportunity to grow and expand beyond domestic borders, and many are already
doing so. More than half of the SM B executives recently surveyed by USForex have customers and suppliers outside of the U.S., 58 percent
and 50 percent respectively. And a third employ personnel outside the U.S.
Related: A Framework for Expanding Your Business Internationally
With this confidence and evident momentum in going global, SMBs are looking to broader market rumblings and the possibility of future
hurdles in order to better plan for their overseas growth. Here are few things SMBs are focused on and what can be done to prepare for
them.
SMBs bullish on global economy.
SMBs are bullish about the global market, with 96 percent feeling confident about conducting business overseas. In the next year, nearly
three-quarters {72 percent) of SMB executives expect to take on new international customers, up from the 58 percent who report having
such customers today.

As business dealings become easier to manage across borders with new financial tools and resources that make digital commerce and
globalization easier, businesses of all sizes are starting to navigate the international market's choppy waters. Not to mention globalization,
which has upped the ante in competition and Is spurring SMBs to seek out higher quality suppliers and vendors as well as higher quality
talent, 43 and 42 percent, r espectively.
But SMBs need to remain strategic about how they approach International business. Though predominantly optimistic, there's still some

expressed concern about upcoming domestic and international events.
Related: 6 Ways to Leverage Global Innovation to Grow Your Business
What's keeping SMB owners up at night?

Small business owners have been, and continue to be, concerned about what outcomes the current political climate might produce. The
research that we recently commissioned found that the U.S. presidential election is the top concern, at 31 percent, for small business
owners·· ahead of global terrorism, International market conditions and the Federal Reserve increasing interest rates.
Outside domestic borders, concerns revolve around International market conditions and a lack of understanding of regional best practices.
International commerce fees rounded out the list.
What should SMBs do next?

In a changing global business environment, it is essential that SMBs be thoughtful about planning, spending and location choices when
leaping into new markets. For instance, SMBs should be aware of the price advantages of using foreign exchange specialists to help them
navigate volatile market conditions -- a cost-saving 89 percent of SMBs are currently missing out on.
Related: Opening a Second Location? Here's What to Keep In Mind.
As a small business looking beyond domestic borders, you will need to take advantage of current market conditions by looking for
opportunities to cut costs and r eprlorltlze your long-term goals. For example, knowing that the next Brexit steps !Article 50 of the Lisbon

Treaty) are around the corner, are there ways for you to restructure your supplier and vendor relationships to take advantage of the
weakened British pound? Are there opportunities for real estate investment in new European markets? Are you thinking strategically

about how to move your money around the world to lessen the amount spent on currency f! es?
Proper planning and forecasting can help you navigate global market volatility and opportunity. Is your growing business ready?
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Small Businesses Trading Internationally
See More Growth, Says FedEx Index
https://smallbiztrends.com/2016/10/revenue-of-lnternatlonal-small-businesses.html

Looking for a good reason to expand your business globally? How about solid revenue growth?
Revenue of International Small Businesses on the Rise

A new FedEx INYSE: FOX) survey has found 65 percent of small businesses t rading internationally see revenue growth versus 46 percent of
businesses that haven't gone international yet.
The newly launched FedEx Trade Index al5o revealed that busine55es trading globally are 20 percent more likely to say they are hiring
more employees.
Good for Business, Good for the Economy
A large number of small bu5ine55es (71 percent) also see increa5ing global trade as improving the U.S. economy.
"Even during this time of intense debate about the benefits of trade, these results indicate American small business leaders see increasing
global trade as a way to help the U.S. economy as a whole, as well as their businesses/' said Raj Subramanlam, executive vice president of

FedEx Services.
Interestingly, other recent studies also highlight the trend of small busine55es going international. According to a study by foreign
exchange company USForex, for Instance, 58 percent of small businesses already have International customers.

"Going global is no longer an option for successful small - and medium-sized businesses - It's a strategic imperative," said Karin Visnick,
head of North America, USForex.
Pros and Cons of Going Global
Many small businesses are going global because they want to broaden their horizons. International markets have more customers, which
means more business for small and medium-sized companies.

Michael Levy, Product Manager at Centurylink wrote for Forbes. "Businesses interested In expanding their footprint into international
markets look to obtain the benefits of such growth - including increased revenue, enhanced exposure and brand recognition, global
partnerships and a more diversified product and/or service offering.''

He also added that global expansion comes with Its fair share of challenges for small businesses.
Complying with international rules and regulations Is one of the top challenges faced by most businesses looking at international markets.

Another challenge is to get used to working In the cross-time >ones.
How You Can Win Globally
To make the most of a global expansion, you must take one step at a time. Identifying opportunities and challenges in the new markets
should be on top of your priority list.
Thanks to technology, connecting to people around the world is no longer a challenge. You should use conference calls, video chats and
instant messaging to stay in touch with people who work in international markets.

A well-defined expansion strategy can help you boost sales, gain new customers and attract more talent.
About the Survey
The newly launched FedEx Trade Index surveyed over 1,000 small business leaders to track the impact of international t rade among the
small business segment of the U.S. economy. Check out a full infocraphic on the survey below:
Revenue of International Small Businesses See More Growth, Says FedEx Index

SMBs Confident in Global Economy
Despite Upfront Concerns
http://www.smallbizdally.com/smbs-confident-global-economy-despite-upfroot-concerns/
By David Nicholls

Producing nearly half of the private nonfarm GDP, small businesses (SMBs) are a huge part of the U.S. economy, serving as Incubators for
Innovation and a major source of employment. In fact, SMBs represent two-thirds of net new private-sector jobs and a majority of firms
exporting goods. As such, it's important for SMBs to continue having the opportunity to grow and expand beyond domestic bordersmany are al ready d oing so. Over half ofthe SMB executives recently surveyed by USforex have customers and suppliers outside of the U.S.
(58 percent and 50 percent respectively). And a third employ personnel outside the U.S.
With this confidence and evident momentum in going global, SMBs are looking to broader market rumblings and the possibility of future
hurdles in order to better plan for their overseas growth. Here are few things SMBs are focused on and what can be done to prepare for
them.
SMBs Bullish on Global Economy
SMBs are bullish about the global market, with 96 percent feeling confident about conducting business overseas. In the next year, nearly

three·quarters (72 percent) of SMB executives expect to take on new international customers, up from the 58 percent who report having
such customers today.
As business dealings become easier to manage across borders with new financial tools and resources that make digital commerce and

globalization easier, businesses of all sizes are starting to navigate the international market's choppy waters. Not to mention globalization,
which has upped the ante in competition and is spurring SMBs to seek out higher quality suppliers and vendors as well as higher quality
talent (43 and 42 percent, respectively).
But SMBs need to remain strategic about how they approach international business. Though predominantly optimistic, there's still some
expressed concern about upcoming domestic and international events.
What's Keeping SMB Owners Up at Night?
Small business owners have been, and continue to be, concerned about what outcomes the current political climate might produce. The

research that we recently commissioned found that the U.S. presidential election is the top cone.em 131 percent} for small business
owners-ahead of global terrorism, international market conditions, and the Federal Reserve increasing interest rates.
As a respondent explains, #Global events like Brexit, falllng oil prices, climate change, Interest rate changes, and currency fluctuations will
have an impact on international business. But how America votes in the 2016 presidential election will likely have the most significant
Impact of all."

Outside domestic borders, concerns revolve around International market conditions and a lack of understanding of regional best practices.
International commerce fees rounded out the list.
So, What Should SMBs Do Next?
In a changing global business environment, It is essential that SMBs be thoughtful about planning, spending and location choices when

leaping into new markets. For Instance, SMBs should be aware of the price advantages of using foreign exchange specialists to help them

navigate volatile market conditions- a cost-saving 89 percent of SMBs are currently missing out on.
As a small business looking beyond domestic borders, you will need to take advantage of current market conditions by looking for
opportunities to cut costs and reprior itize your long-term goals. For example, knowing t hat t he next Brexlt steps {Article 50 of the Lisbon
Treaty! are around the corner, are there ways for you to restructure your supplier and vendor relationships to take advantage of the

weakened British pound? Are there opportunities for real estate investment in new European markets? Are you thinking strategically
about how to move your money around the world t o lessen the amount spent on curroncy fees?
Proper planning and forecasting can help you navigate global market volatility and opportunity. Is your growing business ready?
David Nicholls is head of payment solutions at USForex. He is a senior business development professional, focused on building mutually

beneficial partnerships. He believes in showing respect, encouragement and endorsing strong Ideas to achieve a consistent delivery of
objectives.
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US Dollar's Value Plummets In Reaction
To A Trump Presidency
https:Uwww. buzzfeed .com/matthewzeitlin/dollar-hammered-on-prospect-of-a-trum p-presidency?utm term=.bu BBbJey3#.gnngYW3vO
The stock markets are not the only ones reacting strongly to Trump's victory: The US dollar Is falling against nearly all major currencies.

Originally posted on Nov. 8, 2016, at 8:08 p.m.
Updated on Nov. 8, 2016, at 11:54 p.m.
Matthew Zeitlin
Matthew Zeitlin
BuzzFeed News Reporter
Tweet
Now that Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump has emerged as the winner of the presidential election, the US dollar is falling

against the Japanese yen, the euro, and the British pound, while surging against the Mexican peso.
The dollar is trading just above 101 yen to the dollar. down from over 105 earlier, or a more than 3% shift down today. According to data
collected by Bloomberg, the volatility of the yen- dollar pair is the highest since the British European Union referendum vote.

While a currency moving a few percentage points may seem small compared to how a company's stock swings, thls shlh Is quite large in
relative terms as currencies tend to trade daily within a fairly narrow range.
"When there's a shock, then they will move away from those currencies, and then you have the euro, pound, and yen, which are major
currencies people can buy. There's a lot of liquidity In those markets and they're seen as a fairly safe bet," said Will Shepherd, the head of
currency trading at OFX, an Australian foreign exchange company.
The greenback fell more than 2% against the euro and fell similarly against the Swiss fr anc.
"Trump's trade rules will do some real damage to balance of payments, exports in those countries In the United States," Shepherd said,
explaining why the Canadian dollar had fallen as well as the Australian dollar against the euro.

The disruptions in the currency markets are matching what's happening in stock markets across the worrd, except that markets can fall all
at once, while currencies cannot. Japanese markets are down more than 5%, and futures for US stock indices are suggesting that we cou ld
be headed for one of the largest single-day declines in history. Reuters reported that a Japanese minister would consult the country's
treasury minister "on how to respondHto the massive uptick in the yen.
But the most dramatic shift was charted by the Mexican peso, which plummeted more than ·11% against the US dollar to record lows

Tuesday night. That is the biggest decline since since Mexico's "tequila crisis" in 1994, according to the Financial Times. Earlier in the day,
the Mexican currency had spiked nearly 1.4% before official election results began to be released.

View image on Twitter
View image on Twitter
Follow
Joe Welsenthal @TheStalwart
Here' s every Mexican peso one day % move for the last 5 years. Try spotting the election
~:47
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802 802 Retweets 681 681 likes
UPDATE
This piece has been updated with more market data, quotes from Wiii Shepherd, and the comments from the Japanese minister. Nov. 8,
2016, at 10:44 p.m.

CANADA FX DEBT-C$ hits new 8-month
low as oil tumbles, investors buy
greenbacks
http://www. reuters .com/article/can ada-lorex-id USLl N lDClJV

(Adds analyst quotes and details on Bank of Canada governor's
comments, updates prices)
•Canadian dollar at $1.3538, or 73.87 U.S. cents
• Loonie touches its weakest since March 1 at C$1.3548

• Loonie loses 1 percent for the week
• Bond market closed for Remembrance Day

By Fergal Smith
TORONTO, Nov 11 The Canadian dollar weakened to
a fresh eight-month low against Its U.S. counterpart on Friday
as oil tumbled and as the greenback padded its gains since the

U.S. election this week.
For the week, the loonie lost 1 percent.
U.S. crude oil futures settled $1.25 lower at $43.41
a barrel after OPEC said October output reached another record,
casting doubt on whether its plan to limit production is

achievable or enough to ease persisting oversupply.
"I think things will probably continue to be volatile,
probably moving against the loonie in the short t erm" until OPEC

resolves oversupply issues for Oil, said Jeff Scott, senior
corporate dealer at OFX.

Oil is one of Canada's major exports.
Investor demand for U.S. dollars to buy stocks, betting that
policies from U.S. PresidenHlect Donald Trump will be
supportive of stock prices, has added to pressure on Canada's

currency, Scott said.
The U.S. dollar gained ground against a basket of

major currencies.
At 4:33 p.m. EDT (2133 GMT), the Canadian dollar

was trading at C$1.3538 to the greenback, or 73.87 U.S. cents,
weaker than Thursday's close of C$1.3483, or 74.17 U.S. cents.
The currency's strongest level of the session was C$1.3456,
while it touched its weakest since March 1 at CSl.3548.

Trump has vowed to either r~negotiate or scrap the North
American Free Trade Agreement, under which Canada sends 75
percent of all its exports to the United States.
"With the unforeseen risks of Trump in the White House,"

Bank of Canada Governor Stephen Poloz may continue to favor a
weaker Canadian dollar, said Scott.

•1 think we could see him continue to jawbone the loonle. 11
he added.

Speaking at a central bank conference in Santiago, Poloz
said he could not speculate on how Trump's election as U.S.
president would affect monetary policy, but that the central
bank will respond to shocks as needed and rely on Its inflation
target to set interest rates.

Canada's bond market was closed on Friday for Remembrance
Day.
On Thursday, the 10-year yield touched its highest intraday
since May at 1.498 percent as investors bet that Trump will

enact policies that will increase inflation.

(Reporting by Fergal Smith; Editing by Chizu Nomiyama and James
Dalgleish)
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Dollar flat on the day as investors await
and expect Fed rate hike
The U.S. dollar was little changed on Tuesday as investors adopted a w ait-and-see attitude at the start of a two-day Federal Reserve
meeting that's expected to end with higher rates, though the British pound jumped in the wake of strong U.K. Inflation data.
The day's moves were slight, with m arket participants holding off until the Fed statement, which w ill be released W ednesday afternoon.
While it is nearly universally expected that the central bank will lift the target range for its federal-funds rate by a quarter of a percentage
point, to between 0.5% and 0.75%, investors will also be l ooking for any insight s on whether 2017 could see more than one hike if the

economy continues to improve.
Read: Yell en to t ell the markets to 'cool your jets'
"This is a sit-on-your-hands day. Right now the idea of a rat e increase is 100% factored into the market, so It really comes down to tone.

Will (Fed Chairwoman Janet] Yellen be more hawkish, based on the new administrati on's policies?" said Jeff Scott, a senior corporate
dealer at OFX.
The ICE U.S. Dollar Index DXY, -0.02% which measures the buck against a basket of six currencies, was flat on t he day, trading at 101.03. It

has risen about 3% since t he election of Donald Trump, who investors are betting will advocate for policies - including massive corporat e
tax cuts, heavy infrastructure spending, and environmental and financial deregulation - that will accelerate the growth in corporate
profits while also fueling economic growth and inflation.
The WSJ Dollar index BUXX, +0.00% which compares the greenback against a larger basket of rivals, was up less than 0 .1% at 9 1.38.
The euro EURUSD, +0.0093% traded at $1.0621, compar ed with $1.2675 late Monday. The British pound GBPUSO, -0.0160% changed
h ands at $1.2655, compared with $1.2678. The currency had traded In positive territory for much of the session, hitting a high of $1.2728
following data that showed consumer prices r ose at their fastest annual pace for more than two years in the latest month.

Read: Currency traders are betting the farm on the dollar
Against the yen USDJPY, +0.08% the dollar traded at ¥115.17, com pared with ¥115.02 Monday. The dollar-yen moved as low as ¥114.73
intraday.
The dollar has r emained buoyant against the yen since breaking through the ¥115-mark on Friday, with downwar d pressure on Japanese
yields continuing amid expectations U.S. interest rates would rise. Some analysts say the pair's rally may be due for a correction.
Shusuke Yamada, foreign-exchange str ategist w ith Sank of America Merrill Lynch, said t he U.S. dollar's rally against the yen may be "close
to exhaustion - for now," raising the possibility of a correction toward ¥110. While the net yen position has only started t o turn short,
suggesting the rally has more legs, the gross yen short has stretched to its highest level since last December, he said.

Culture and tech raise a barrier to
emerging market payments
https://www.paymentssource.com/news/culture-and-tech-raise-a-ba rrier-to-emerging-market-payments
As global e-commerce proliferat es, payment platforms are stepping up to cater to U.S. merchants eager to sell their wares in emerging

markets. But there can be as many risks as t here are opportunities when entering a new market.

"'All of the ingredients for fast growth are in place-m obile and e-commerce are exploding, regu lations and compliance are encouraging
growth, traditional retailers are innovating and consumers are Increasingly demanding these types of capabilities," says Ramesh Slromani,
a partner with A.T. Kearney's financial institutions practice.

>>>>>>>
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Currency exchange firms seek
opportunity in online retail
https://www.paymentssource.com/news/currency-exchange-firms-seek-opportunity-in-online-retail
A growing number of U.S. merchants, both large and small, are using onllne marketplaces to sell their waros worldwide. Payment
companies that specialize: in currency exchange have taken note and are actlvety trying to win their business by slgnlficantly undercutting
the competition in price.
In the past, when a U.S. merchant w ant ed to sell globally, it could take years to get the proper structure set up to do business in another
country. Now small businesses can be up and running within six to eight weeks, says Mike Ward, chief revenue office of World First, a
London~based company

that specializes in international currencies and money transfers.

Global Currencies to Respond to the
Global Climate ... Will You Be Ready?
http://www.mytotalretail.com/article/global-currencies-respond-global-climate-willready/#utm source=total-retail-report&utm medium=newsletter&ut m campaign=2017-0130&utm content=global+currencies+to+respond+to+the+global+climate+%E2%80%A6+will+you+be
+ready%3F-7
The world is watching as Donald J. Trump officially takes the office ofthe President of the United States, wondering what's in store for the
next four years. If the recent cabinet confirmation hearings, last-minute actions from Obama and even tweets from Trump are any

indication, it's going to be an unpredictable time.
This is just the latest addition to the fuel feeding uncertainty in 2017. Brexit, contentious talks on trade agreements and more are also
directly affecting global markets. Currency eKchange rates, for one, will experience fluctuation at every turn.
In this light, how can global retail businesses of any size protect themselves during times of such confusion? Is there a way to protect
bottom lines from the potential global economic uncertainty?
There Is, and it's quite simpl e.
Manage E•posure

Although global events are out of a retail organization's control, their currency strategy is not. Being attuned to the market and prepared
to handle currency shocks or changes In exchange rates can go a long way toward protecting an organization's bottom line. It's all about

mitigating risk by managing exposure to currency fluctuations.
For instance, the current strength of the dollar will have a big influence on importing and exporting decisions. For importers of goods, the

strength of today's dollar is a boon as it allows them to buy more with less - this presents an opportunity for them to lock in today's rates
to hedge at least a year into the future. Conversely, exporters are being hurt by the strong U.S. dollar - trying to sell less for more, so to

speak. For them, nearer-term hedging would make the most sense as they await more favorable conditions. For exporters using online
marketplaces to share their goods with the world, using a specialist to open local receiving accounts to move funds home can save as
much as $4,000 on every $20Dk earned overseas, significantly easing the pain of the strong USD. Fortunately, retail businesses can gain

greater control over currency exchange conditions via foreign exchange partners and tools.
Tools for the Task

There are three basic tools that exchange providers offer that can go a long way to help manage currency risks and raise profits: forward
contracts, limit orders and spot trades.

Forward contracts allow retail organizations to secure a given exchange rate for up to a year. It's an ideal buffer against adverse currency
fluctuations. Retailers can rest easy knowing what to expect even amid uncertainty.
Limit orders offer the ability to nominate a target exchange rate for international transfers. Only when the desired rate is reached do
funds get transferred.
Spot trades can be made the day of, at the established exchange rate for the day. By separating funds just for this, retail organizations can
still benefit from any day·of fluctuations in their favor.
Take Advantage of Uncertainty - Play the Field
Uncertainty Isn't necessarily a bad thing. Mapping out suppliers and buyers can help shape a strategy that leverages the tools outlined
above. All in all, it's a matter of how retailers choose to play the market and how well they manage their foreign currency exchange.
Hiding from the global market In t imes of uncertainty Isn't the answer; embracing a multitude of markets Is. It's a good time for businesses

of all sizes to consider diversifying their target markets and spreading out their exposure. Keeping an eye out for low-cost marketplaces to
broaden consumer bases will protect retailers against massive hits as policies change in any one region. Once overseas, partnering with an
international payment provider will save retailers money when bringing that money back home.
Ultimately, it remains to be seen what 2017 has in store for all of us. However, If retail organizations play their cards right, they can

Improve their chances of securing not only financial stability, but success.

David Nicholls is head of payment solutions at OFX,. a secure international money transfer provider.
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The 5 Most Common Fraud Scenarios for
Small Businesses
Owners must maintain a high degree of crucial oversight over their
financial affairs.
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/290551
Fraud can plague any business·· organizations report losing 5 percent of their annual revenue to fraud. But small businesses exhibit
specific vulnerabilities. For starters, they often lack the resources to sufficiently implement internal checks and balances for their
account ing systems. Additionally, those performing the accounting duties are likely assigned multiple tasks that may or may not fall within

their expertise. finally, despite cultivating a culture of trust inside the business, the likelihood of internal fraud Is just as high among longterm employees as with contract workers.

Related: 'Trust But Verify' Is How to Fight Back Against Employee Theft and Fraud

This makes sense when you consider that small businesses are powered by passionate owners who invest so much of their time and
energy into pursuing their dreams. They work hard, but their focus can be pulled in a thousand different directions during any moment of
the day. When they experience the thrills of success and growth, they also have to be prepared to face Increased challenges, such as
monitoring cash flow.

ADVERTISING

For these reasons, successful small business owners must maintain a high degree of crucial oversight over their financial affairs. They have
to equip themselves to identify and act on five of the most common fraudulent practices and scams that can prey on them.

1. Payroll fraud.

Payroll fraud occurs in 27 percent of all businesses and twice as frequ en~y In small businesses (fewer than 100 employees) than larger
ones. Owners must gain a working knowledge of the payroll system and enforce accountablllty among book keepers In their monthly
reports. Since payroll complexities signlflcantly lncrease as a company grows, especl;i11y If overtime is a factor, owners have to maintain
consistent scrutiny.

2. Cash theft.
Cash has a funny way of disappearing in a small businesses. Whether through skimming (when an employee takes cash that hasn't been
reported into the accounting system), larceny (when an employee takes cash that has been reported) or fraudulent disbursement (when
an employee releases funds that haven't been authorized by the owner), cash theft creates a negatively cumulaf1ve impact on the bottom
line. From the outset of setting up a business, an owner needs a str eamlined cash monitoring process, both for an effective financial
process and also to maintain essential supervision of cash within t he business.

Related: 3 Tips for Giving Your Small Business a Financial Spring Cleaning

3. Online banking.

The increased popularity of online banking has also increased the likelihood that funds could be transferred to erroneous accounts.
Owners should schedule regular meetings with the accounts team to monitor all transferred money. Cybercrime has never been more
sophisticated, and small business owne:rs need to arm themselves with updated information on threats to respond accordingly with their
relevant financial institution.

4 . False invoicing.

Business owners must have basic oversight over every vendor in her business because false invoicing is an increasingly popular fraud
method. It often strikes when an employee creates false suppliers or when he pays a legitimate supplier and diverts the cash into an

alternative account.

s. Invoice email.
This scam often involves perpetrators who pose as legitimate suppliers and advise changes to existing payment arrangements. The fraud
may not be detected until it's too late -- when the business is alerted by complaints from suppliers that payments were not received.
Regular account check-ins can help guard against business owners falling victim to this type of fraud.

Related: Looking for a New Payment Company? You're 'Due' for Some Good News.

Small businesses that have reported fraud suffered a median loss of $150,000. That kind of hit can break a business. While successful

owners must surround themselves with an exceptional team, they also need to firmlv control their financial processes. The trap that many
owners fall Into Is over-relying on delegation, particularly during periods of expansion. When owners are too hands-<>ff with business
financials, the potential for fraud and detrimental loss.rises.
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New Data: 63 Percent of Global SMBs
Report International Business Growth
Thirty-Eight Percent Plan Market Expansion in 2017

http:Uwww.globaltrademag.com/global-logistics/new-data-63-percent-global-smbs-reportinternational-business-growth
Despite rumblings of a trade war, Brexit moving forward, and gfowing populist movements, data released by currency exchange provider
OFX show over half (57 percent) of 500-plus small businesses surveyed aro confident about their global operations and 63 percent report
good-to-booming global growth In 2017.

While optimism and growth remain strong among small businesses, optimism has experienced a dip compared to last year's report, taken
before the presidential election, when it was as high as 96 percent. Still the majority of SMBs are positive. When asked about specific plans
for global growth in 2017, expanding into new international markets ranked highest, followed by adding more foreign suppliers and hiring
skilled workers from abroad.

OFX commissioned SurveyMonkey to poll over 500 U.S. SMBs with a global presence, identifying trends and market sentiments about their

current and future international operations.

Related Content:

Autonomous vessels wlll be used to carry shipments of export cargo and import cargo Jn international trade.

VTT Develops New Technology For Autonomous Ship Navigation Systems
"New technologies continue to open doors to international expansion In ways not previously possible, and SMBs are one of the largest
groups taking advantage of these new ways to work; said David Nicholls, head of payment solutions at OFX. "But with every new
opportunity comes challenges, especially when we constantly hear about global instability. The fact that SMBs are still optimistic about
operations abroad, are growing and expect to grow more tells us that SMBs might hold the key to economic stability on a global scale."

New online commerce channels and toch tools are making expanding internationally easier. OFX's data spotlights where SMBs are taking

their global operations, as well as flags the barriers to entry and how external events are affecting their ability to do business.

The survey shows that Canada (37 percent) and Mexico (21 percent) are, by far, where US-based global small and medium businesses
(SMBs) have the most business dealings - something to think about with regard to a NAFTA r enegotiation.

The findings also reveal that the top three ways businesses have grown Include entering new markets,

adding better suppliers, and adding more skilled talent. Those are also the top three strategies for growing their companies In next 12
months.

Global SMBs look outside the US to hire for access to higher quality higher quality talent, according to 26 percent of respondents, as
opposed to cheaper talent, as cited by 20 percent.

The top international markets where SMBs currently operate are Canada, Mexico, Western Europe (UK, Ireland, Belgium, Switzerland, and
the Netherlands), and China/Hong Kong and Japan.

Markets where SMBs are planning further expansion in 2017, ranked in order are Canada, Western Europe, Mexico, China/Hong Kong and
Japan, and South America.

Fifty-nine percent of the survey respondents expect International revenue to increase in in the next 12 months by at least 10 percent.
Thirty-five percent report reverting currency back to US dollars Is the biggest challenge to managing money overseas.

Barriers to doing business internationally for SMBs include high taxes and tariffs, border delays and inspections, language barriers, too
much regulation, weak economies.

With regard to trade relations the most concerning factors for SMBs (in order of Importance) are: free flow trade and commerce, customs
duties (taxes and tariffs), and foreign currency fluctuation.

The top external events SMBs are most concerned about with regard to their business {in order of Importance) are: global market
instability, rising US interest rates, global terrorism, and rising US nationalism.

Sixty-five percent of SMBs have suppliers or vendors they work with outside of the US. Thlrty-six percent of SMBs have customers in two

to three countries and 31 percent have customers In four to 10 countries. Retail/ecommerce, business services, and consumer products
are the top three industries where SMBs have international operations.

Celebrating Small Business Week
http://www.smallbizdaily.com/celebratin•-small-business-week/

Today is the last day of Small Business Week, though here at Small Biz Daily, we celebrate small business every day. I get a lot of surveys of

small business owners and l mention many below. Surveys can be instructional-think of them as snapshots of entrepreneurial behavior
and best practices.

1-Global Outlook-OFX
OFX, recently announced the results from it s 2nd annual SMB Confidence Indicator, showing SMB optimism has dipped a little compared
to last year. While 57% are positive and undeterred about conducting business internationally, despite the change In political climate,
trade war rumblings, threat of hikes in border taxes and rising popularity of nationalism both at home and abroad. For 63%, International
growth is "good to booming." Their goals for 2017 include, expanding into new International markets, adding more foreign suppliers and

hiring skilled workers from abroad.

It's easier than ever to expand internationally due to new online commerce channels and tech tools.
Small Business Global Economy Outlook

57% are confident conducting business overseas
63% of global small businesses report positive growth
36% currently have customers in 2-3 countries outside of the U.S.; 31% have customers in 4 - 10 countries
65% have suppliers or vendors outside of the U.S.

Retail/e-commerce, business services and consumer products are the top three industries with the most overseas operations .
Quality continues to be more important than cost: 26% are looking offshore for access to higher quality talent, as opposed to cheaper
talent (20%)

Market Opportunities with Overseas Operations

Top international markets where SMBs currently operate, In order:
Canada
Mexico

Western Europe (UK, Ireland, France, Belgium, Netherlands, etc.)
China/Hong Kong & Japan

Markets SMBs are planning further expansion In 2017, in order:
Canada
Western Europe

Mexico
China/Hong Kong & Japan

South America

Opportunities SMBs cite for international expansion
Expanding to new markets

Adding better suppliers
Tapping more skilled talent
Tapping cheaper talent
Opening another office

Market Challenges with Overseas Operations
Challenges SMBs face when doing businesses overseas ranked:
High taxes and tariffs
Border delays/inspections
Language barriers

Top concerns over current global events
Global market instability
Rising U.S. Interest rates
Global terrorism

Top three concerns with trade relati ons

Free flow of trade and commerce
Customs duties
Foreign currency fluctuations
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The Other Side Of SME Optimism
http://www.pymnts.com/news/b2b-payments/2017/american-expres-ofl<-small-business-optimism/

Small business optimism takes a sharp turn for the worse the further from home they get.

New analysis from American Express and foreign exchange firm OFX reveals stark contrasts in SME optimism at home versus abroad. The
two published their perspective reports on Wednesday (May 17).

According to American Express In Its 2017 OPEN Small Business Monitor, small business optimism in the U.S. Is on the rise. It's hardly a
surprise: SME optimism has dominated headlines, with analysts linking the trend to President Donald Trump's administration and plans to
strengthen the national economy and focus on small business growth.

Nearly three-quarters of small businesses told American Express they have a positive outlook on both the economy and their own
businesses over the next six months - up from 64 percent In 2016.

Growth plans are now SM Es' top priority, the report declared. A fifth said their companies are already growing, and 82 percent said they
feel confident they can access the capital they need to invest in future growth. Nearly half are looking to invest in new h'ires, and fewer

business owners are concerned about their ability to save for retirement.

"In this economy," said American Express President of Global Commercial Payments Susan Sobbott, "there's a clear correlation between
business owner optimism and plans for growth. As they look to grow, business owners plan to increase capital Investments, hire staff and
increase usage of low cost methods like social media to attract new customers."

There has been some debate over whether the small business optimism of today will culminate in actual growth and investment
tomorrow. But analysis from American Express and others is clear: SMEs are feeling pretty good about the domestic environment.

Looking abroad, however, shows a very different story.

Research released from OFX concluded that while small business optimism about doing business overseas remains 1'strong" at 57 percent,
that figure is still a uslgnificant dlp" compared to levels in 20161 during which optimism about doing business across borders reached as
high as 96 percent.

In its second annual SMB Confidence Indicator, OFX's survey of 500 U.S. small businesses revealed nearly two-thirds said their
international growth is either "good" or "booming." Further, OFX found that small businesses do, indeed, have plans to expand

internationally. E><panslon into new markets ranked as the most common goal for SMEs when discussing their specific plans for
international growth this year, followed by the addition of international suppliers to their supply chain and hiring skilled workers from

overseas markets.

Already, small businesses are quite active overseas. Two-thirds said they have suppliers outside the U.S.1 and more than half said they
remain confident about overseas operations.

Despite this, OFX still concluded that optimism In cross-border business is at a lull.

"New technologies continue to open doors to international expansion in ways not previously possible, and SMBs are one of the largest
groups taking advantage of these new ways to work,• said OFX Head of Payment Solutions David Nicholls in a statement. "But w ith every
new opportunity comes challenges, especially when we constantly hear about global instability. The fact that SMBs are still optimistic
about operations abroad, are growing and expect to grow more tells us that SMBs might hold the key to economic stability on a global
scale."

Nearly two-thirds of SMEs aren't selling to customers outside the U.S., the data revealed.

The research from American Express and OFX follows a recent speech made by U.S. Small Business Administration Head Linda McMahon,
who spoke to the United Nations last week urging U.S. small businesses to step out onto the global stage.

"Businesses that export are less likely to go out of business and more likely to grow faster." she told the Small Business Knowledge
Summit. "That's because 96 percent of all the world's consumers and over three-quarters of the world's purchasing power are outside the
United States."

"Yet right now, only 1 percent of all America's small businesses are exporters."

OFX's research suggests that 1 percent statistic may not be accurate, however, and reports did not indicate the origin of McMahon's data.
Regardless, analysts seem to agree that, while cross-border expansion is a challenge, it is critical for the vitality of the U.S.'s small business
community.

SMBS CONFIDENT ABOUT THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY
http://www.barbaraweltman.com/idea/smbs·confident·global-economy/

An OFX survey found that more than half (57%) of SMBs are confident about conducting business overseas. 40% of 5MB5 sav their
international business Is growing. Canada and Mexico are tops in the countries where SMBs do business....
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How an international money transfer
business did a global rebrand
https://www.enterpriseinnovation.net/artide/how-international-money-transfer-business-did-global-rebrand-18QQ49474

OzForex was thinking gl obal, but was constrained by a local name. The international money transfer business that grew out of Australia
wanted to make good on its global ambitions. But first, it needed to change Its brand image- a difficult task in financial services where
brand names often equate trust.

"After 17 years, over 300,000 customers counted on us for their personal and business international payment needs. But a global
expansion called for a global identity. We had big plans for the U.S. market in particular, yet found that in focus groups, participants in the
US associated the 'Oz' in our old name with the 'W izard of Oz.' In effect, to be truly globa l we needed to consolidate," Rebecca Shears,
CMO, OFX said.

It was not just about names either. A single global brand name allows global clients to work with a singl e point of contact. It also transl ates
to better public and media relationship, allowlng the firm to build brand equity across the areas of business as a single entity.

urn recent years, we had started to run into complications with regional business names' getting picked up on international news wires, or
by global news outlets. The one-brand approach is much more appropriate for editorial purposes, where you can't always control the
scope and conte<t of what's published. It keeps things simple across territories, and reduces the potential margin of error," Shears said.

Sponsored: Choosing your global ecommerce partner? Find out the five most important criteria in Digital River's white paper Key
Considerations For Global Ecommerce: Why outsourcing vital processes is your best strategy.
Beyond the name change

After much Introspection, the company decided on OFX. Now, Shear s and her team had to consolidate six local entities into a globa l brand

that international cl/entele can easily relate to.

"The consolidation to a single, globally identifiable brand is driven by a desire to better serve our business and consumer customers, who
have a global focus themselves - either through personal international concerns, or multi market business interests," she said.

The rebranding initiative also offered the firm to examine all areas of Its business and identify areas for synergy and optimization.

For eKample, Shear and her team launched a new website www.ofx.com and a new mobile app that improved customer experience. In
addition, her team launched a cross-channel campaign across Australia, a digital campaign across the US and a targeted one called Out Of
Home (OOH) In San Francisco.

"This was always more than just a name-change. Undertaking a rebrand Is a chance for introspection. We used the opportunity to up the

ante with our service offering," she said.

Multi-channel story telling

The biggest challenge is to retain the firm's value proposition. When Shears pored through Net Promotor Scores (NPS) and customer

feedback, she found that engagement with service consultants who offered real-world advice on forex transfers was important. So, she
used all these insights to ensure that the new brand -OFX - communicated the same value proposition.

"OfX is focused on telling the story around offering our customers better value, faster transfers and better technology. We are part of the

flntech revolutlon1 and we're using technology to offer a better experience, but we're also about great service and expertise. That's our
heritage and we wanted to ensure we kept that element in the new brand," Shears said.

A multimillion-dollar campaign in Australia across TV, OOH, Print and Online helped Shears and her team to achieve this. Once the onsite
campaign ended, the marketing team switched into digital gear using programmatic targeting aimed at expats, property Investors and

small business.

"We captured people lower down the funnel as they were searching for a provider," Shears said, adding that the same approach is now
being used in all other markets, especially in the US.

Shears noted that this approach veered away from previous ones that relied heavily on search engine marketing (SEM). "Traditionally we

have relied heavily on search marketing and bottom of the funnel initiatives. With a rebrand initiative in place, we needed to focus our
marketing efforts more towards the top of the funnel," Shears said.

The new approach worked and helped to retain t he firm's value proposition. Shears was able to strengthen the new brand awareness
while keepi ng N PS high and driving strong word of mouth referrals. SEO results also showed the new brand soaring past old brand

awareness levels "within four to six weeks of the migration In each market," she said.

Strategy and staging

While the laudable results helped OFX to rebrand successfully, Shears admitted that changing a brand Is always challenging.

"Hold your nerve! It's very nerve wracking when you go through a rebrand and you have to wait to get that brand consideration and
recognition back up. There was a period when we were unknown again and we had to compete hard to get heard. We went through that

and are now starting to see improvements in Austra~ia but it is a journey," she said.

Shears noted that staging the rebrand and having a strong strategy helped. Staging it in Australia first helped her team to gain important
lessons that were applied to their US and UK campaigns for better results. In addition, the strong strategy offered consistency across all

initiatives and drove results.

Still, Shears noted that firms need to allow for some flexibility during rebranding. "Being consistent doesn't mean there aren't any
opportunities to try new methods to achieve brand success. The move to programmatic advertising, was an example of this," she said.
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